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Spooky & fun
favorites!

NEW!
Haunted
Night
Large
Panel
24" x 44"
278841
$11.49

NEW! A
Haunting
We Will
Go Stripe
Glow in
the Dark
1 Yard Cut
278843
$15.99

sk ill level key
Beginner: For first-time
stitchers.
Easy: Projects using basic
stitches.
Intermediate: Projects with a
variety of stitches and mid-level
shaping.
Experienced: Projects using
advanced techniques and
stitches.

our guarantee
If you are not completely satisfied
with your purchase, you may
return it, no questions asked, for
a full and prompt refund.
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NEW! A Haunting We Will Go
Glow in the Dark
Block Panel 24" x 44"
278842 $11.49

q u i l t pat te rns & fab ric

Connect with us on
Facebook.com

KIT

NEW! Spooktacular Halloween Quilting
A unique collection of 10 patterns for decorating
your home for Halloween. There’s everything
from table toppers to bed quilts. Each project was
designed by one of our many talented designers
especially for you. There’s something for every
quilter with beginner to intermediate skill levels
and everything from fast and easy to challenging.
Skill Level: Beginner to Intermediate
141468 $9.99 (Download also available)

Exclusively Annie’s
NEW! Autumn Mug Rugs Pattern & Kit
Mug rugs make a delightful hostess gift that’s sure
to be appreciated. They are a reminder to sit and
enjoy a cup of coffee or tea with a treat and also a
great way to use up some of your stash of scraps.
Finished sizes: Black Cat Mug Rug: 8" x 81/2";
Pumpkin Mug Rug: 11" x 61/2"; Autumn Leaf Mug
Rug: 103/4" x 7".
Skill Level: Easy
278753 Kit (fabric varies slightly) $34.99
Y886359 Print $8.99
A886359 Download $7.99

Exclusively Annie’s
NEW! Halloween Place Mats Pattern
Halloween should be fun! These delightful place
mats are a good place to start the celebration.
Finished place mat size: 12" x 191/2".
Skill Level: Easy
Y886542 Print $8.99
A886542 Download $7.99

Exclusively Annie’s
NEW! Friendly Ghost
Precut Pillow
Pattern & Kit
Even ghosts need to rest up for
their big night, and this family of
friendly ghosts is snuggled happily under a scrappy patchwork
quilt. Kit includes pattern, precut
fabric and backing. Note, background fabric will be solid black
for kit. Finished size: 38" x 16".
Skill Level: Easy
279059 Kit $47.99
Y886537 Print $8.99
A886537 Download $7.99

AnniesCraftStore.com

Precut
KIT
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NEW! Lil Witches Stitcheries
Embroidery Towels Pattern
Decorate your table with this charming
iron-on fusible table topper! Finished
measurements: 9" x 6".
Skill Level: Beginner
422593 $9.99

NEW! Witches
Wall Hanging & Quilt Pattern
This design includes full-size patterns, placement sheets
and instructions to make both the Four Witches Wall
Hanging and the Witches Blocks Quilt. Finished sizes: wall
hanging: 251/2" x 251/2"; quilt: 401/2" x 601/2".
Skill Level: Intermediate
422038 $28.99

NEW!
Halloween
Haberdashery
Quilt Pattern
This spooky
design is fat
quarter-friendly!
Finished size: 53"
x 53".
Skill Level: Easy
422546
$11.99

Winifred’s Party
Placemat Pattern
Cute for Halloween or anytime! Includes
full-size pattern pieces for hat and star
mug. Approximate finished size is 16" x 16".
Skill Level: Easy
359266 $9.49

NEW! Trick or Treat Retreat
Quilt Pattern
Enjoy the process of free-form machine
appliqué when making this whimsical quilt!
It’s the perfect accent for Halloween. Finished
size: 51" x 53".
Skill Level: Intermediate
422579 $59.99
4
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NEW! October Wraps
Sewing Pattern
This pattern contains 3 fun and
festive wraps for you to make
and enjoy all month long. Don’t
forget to pick up the other patterns in this series! Finished sizes:
small: 8" x 8" pillow; medium: 9"
x 26" wrap, 14" x 14" base pillow
cover; large: 20" x 26" wrap; 14" x
28" base pillow cover.
Skill Level: Easy
422586 $9.99

Halloween
Patch Series
Wall Hanging
Pattern

Halloween Patch Series
Table Runner Pattern
This bright, whimsical table
runner is just the touch you’ve
been looking for to complete
your Halloween decor. It features
all the hallmarks of the season:
witchy cauldrons, grinning
jack-o’-lanterns, watchful
owls, spooky ghosts, and even
haunted houses! Finished size:
approx. 20" x 52".
Skill Level: Easy
422293 $21.99

Featuring a huge
full moon, a watchful owl, a grinning
jack-o’-lantern and
a haunted house,
this wall hanging
has everything you
could possibly want
in a Halloween
project. And it’ll
come together
quickly if you’re
looking for that
last-minute addition to your decor!
Finished size:
approx.
121/2" x 181/2".
Skill Level: Easy
422294 $9.49

Halloween Patch Pillow
This Halloween bench pillow
features a cute little kitty
nestled among some pretty fun
pumpkins! Make one to highlight
your holiday festivities or make
one to give away! Finished size:
18" x 40".
Skill Level: Easy
421886 $11.99

AnniesCraftStore.com
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QUILT OR TREAT!
NEW! All Dressed Up For Halloween
Quilt Pattern

Exclusively Annie’s
NEW! Pumpkin Hollow
Table Runner Pattern
Add a little whimsy to your fall decorating with this
fun table runner. Silhouetted black cats hide in the
pumpkin patch … napping or waiting to pounce!
This runner isn't just for Halloween. You can use
it all through the fall or give it as a gift to the cat
lover in your life! Finished size: 54" x 18".
Skill Level: Beginner
Y886539 Print $8.99
A886539 Download $7.99

These vintage
silhouettes
capture the joy of
dressing up for
Halloween as a
child. Silhouettes
are made out of
wool but would
also look great
with cottons.
Finished size:
46" x 52".
Skill Level:
Intermediate
422528
$8.99

NEW! Bats Quilt Pattern
These spooky yet fun spirited bat blocks are made
using simple, traditional piecing techniques. Only
12 large 15"
blocks are
needed.
Finished
size: 54" x
69".
Skill Level:
Easy
422527
$9.49
(Download
also available)

NEW! Stack-O-Jacks
Pattern Pak Plus®
Includes pattern and embellishment
kit! Embellishment Kit includes OZsome
Accents® 12 Button Eyes, Natural Sewable
Soft Raffia & 10 ivory teeth buttons. Also
includes 3 Spectacular Spectacles Engraved
Chunkee Buttonz®. Kit makes one. Finished
size: 21" x 44".
Skill Level: Easy
422564 $35.99

NEW! Halloween Bat ‘n Boo’s Wall Hanging Pattern
Have fun decorating for Halloween with this vintage-looking wall hanging that
features appliquéd friendly little ghosts, spiderwebs, a cute purple bat, the word
"Boo" and a few festive Halloween fabrics. Finished measurements: 6" x 18".
Skill Level: Easy
422544 $9.99 (Download also available)
6
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New Halloween
fabric &
patterns!
Spooky Skies Quilt Pattern
This scrap-friendly quilt will be a
hit for many years
to come. Curl up
under this fun quilt
to ward off things
that go bump in the
night! Finished size:
48" x 48".
Skill Level: Easy
YQ01858
Print $7.99
AQ01858
Download $6.99

Moda Midnight Magic
Jelly Roll 40/Pkg.
278923 $38.99

Moda Midnight Magic
Charm Pack 42/Pkg.
278922 $9.99

Moda All Hallow’s Eve
Jelly Roll 40/Pkg.
278950 $38.99

Moda All Hallow’s Eve
Charm Pack 42/Pkg.
278949 $9.99

Hocus Pocus Quilt Pattern

Boo! Quilt Pattern

Break out those 10" squares using that new
Halloween or fall-themed collection you’ve had
your eye on for so long! Finished size: 52" x 651/2".
Skill Level: Intermediate
422583 $9.99

Simple machine piecing with squares and rectangles. No templates or specialty rulers needed.
Finished size: 551/4" x 643/4". Fat quarter-friendly.
Skill Level: Intermediate
422584 $9.99

AnniesCraftStore.com
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Thankful for fall!
NEW! Happy
Halloween
Wall Quilt

Exclusively Annie’s
Friendly Scarecrow
Table Runner Pattern

Create a pumpkin
patch in rows with
easy piecing, then
add a special message to personalize it. This project
is great for using
leftover scrap fabrics! Finished size:
52" x 65".
Skill Level: Easy
YQ01859
Print $8.99
AQ01859
Download
$6.99

Even the crow isn’t afraid of this happy
scarecrow! This cheerful table decor uses
all the wonderful colors of fall. Finished
size: 12" x 48".
Skill Level: Easy
Y886432 Print $8.99
A886432 Download $7.99

NEW! November Wraps Sewing Pattern
This pattern contains 3 fun and festive wraps for you to
make and enjoy all month long. Finished sizes: small: 8" x 8"
pillow; medium: 9"
x 26" wrap, 14" x 14"
base pillow cover;
large: 20" x 26" wrap;
14" x 28" base pillow
cover.
Skill Level: Easy
422585 $9.99

NEW! Pumpkin Kitty
Sewing Pattern
Stitch up this sweet feline and its cute
pumpkin attachment to keep track of
your pins! Made of wool and is 6" tall.
Skill Level: Easy
359456 $5.99

NEW! Farm
House
Fall Table
Topper
Pattern
Decorate your
table with this
charming ironon fusible table
topper! Finished
measurements:
9" x 6".
Skill Level:
Intermediate
422578
$9.99
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NEW! Natural
Happy Fall Y’all Panel
24" x 44"
278838 $10.99

NEW! Happy Fall Ya’ll
Natural Apple Cider
& Pies 1 Yard Cut
278840 $15.99

NEW! Happy Fall Ya’ll
Multi Plaid 1 Yard Cut
278839 $15.99

NEW! Happy Fall Quilt Pattern
What better way to welcome fall than with this beautiful
quilt? Proudly display your fall favorites, pumpkins and
sunflowers, with a gorgeous fabric panel from Timeless
Treasure (sold below). This is guaranteed to complete your
fall decor! Finished measurements: 44" x 60".
Skill Level: Easy
422513 $11.99 (Download also available)

NEW!
Black Hello
Beautiful
Fall Panel
24" x 44"

278836
$10.99

NEW! Black
Chalkboard
Welcome Fall
1 Yard Cut

278837
$15.99

NEW! Maple Quilt Block
Fall leaves are in the air, and it’s the
perfect time to quilt this scrap-busting
design! Instructions make one table
topper or wall hanging using the maple
61/2" block. Finished size: 93/4" x 6".
Skill Level: Easy
422582 $6.99
AnniesCraftStore.com
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Top your table for fall!
CUSTOMER FAVORITE!

Sunflowers Sewing Pattern
Create pot holders, mug rugs or several
sizes of table mats from 2 circles and a
simple petal shape! The easy construction
requires no binding or quilting. Mats vary
in size between 3" circle and 6" circle.
Skill Level: Easy
Y359324 $9.99
(Download also available)

A

B

C

Patchwork Accent Table Runners $9.49
What better way to bring the spirit of each month into your
home than with charming patchwork runners? Make sure
you grab all 12 to keep your table stylish all year round.
Finished size: 91/2" x 291/2". (Downloads also available)
Skill Level: Easy
A. 422222 Apples-September
B. 422223 Pumpkins-October
C. 422224 Leaves-November

Stonehenge
Gradations
Brights
Sunglow
Charm
Pack - 42/Pkg.

277761 $13.99

Rock Candy Table Topper Pattern
This 5" charm square-friendly table topper is
perfect for mixing and matching your favorite
solid and patterned fabrics! Sample was made
using Stonehenge Gradations Brights Sunglow.
Finished size: 201/2" x 23".
Skill Level: Easy
429251 $6.99
411026 Sidekick Ruler $17.99
10
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Scenes for all seasons!
NEW!
All is Bright
Panel
44" x 24"
278880
$11.49

NEW! Autumn Stroll
Digital Panel
43" x 28"
278848 $11.99

NEW! Sunset Lake
Panel 24" x 44"
278932 $10.99

NEW! Winterland Red Truck Panel 36" x 44"

279014 $14.99
AnniesCraftStore.com
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Christmas table toppers!
Christmas Mug Rug Set Pattern

See our
website for
more quilt
patterns!

Put those holiday scrap fabrics to use and create lots
of seasonal mug rugs for your home and for gifts!
Finished sizes: Christmas Star Mug Rug: 101/4" x 8";
Christmas Tree Mug Rug: 12" x 8"; Christmas Bell
Mug Rug: 103/4" x 61/2".
Skill Level: Intermediate
YQ01337 Print $8.99
AQ01337 Download $6.99

Christmas Magic Table Runner Set
This beautifully dimensional table runner and
mat set will dress up any home. Featuring classic
designs with updated techniques, this great set
requires no hand sewing at all! Add elegance to
your own
home, or
stitch up
a set for a
Christmas
gift or 2.
Finished
sizes: table
runner: 44"
x 17"; table
mat: 17" x
17".
Skill Level:
Easy
359352
$9.99

Exclusively Annie’s
Winter Place Mats Pattern
A fun way to dress up your table all winter long!
Finished sizes: Snowman 12" x 19"; Tree 12" x 22".
Skill Level: Easy
Y886483 Print $8.99
A886483 Download $7.99

Learn to Make Fold ’n’ Stitch
Table Toppers Class DVD
In this class, you’ll learn how to:
• Choose the
perfect fabrics
• Work with fusible
foam and web
• Create the appliqués
• Assemble your
unique table topper
Skill Level:
Confident
Beginner
QDV20D
$14.99
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Fold’n Stitch Wreath Quilt Pattern
Whip up this dimensional design in just an
afternoon and you’ll have a one-of-a-kind look to
show off to all your friends and family! Finished
size is 21" in diameter.
Skill Level: Easy
429804 $8.99
411276 In-R-Form Single Sided
Fusible Stabilizer 6" Squares - 12/pkg. $8.99

q u i l t pat te rns & fab ric
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NEW! Showering Stars
Table Runner & Pillow Covers Pattern
Showering Stars projects make sparkling additions
to the table and couch with
the 161/4" x 71" table runner
and two coordinating 26" pillow covers. Shown in holiday
fabrics but these designs are
year-round festive looks.
Skill Level: Easy
422587 $9.99

Exclusively Annie's
Dear Santa Quilt Pattern
This happy Santa sports a big mustache and makes
a cute pot holder by himself, or a row of Santas
can be used to make a table runner. Finished sizes:
Runner: 561/2" x 12"; Pot Holder: 81/2" x 81/2";
Mug Rug: 81/2" x 61/2".
Skill Level: Intermediate
Y886267 Print $8.99
A886267 Download $7.99

Rocky Mountain Runner Pattern
Cool mountain
streams are
framed by
mountain
ranges in
this scrappy
table runner.
Finished size:
15" x 46".
Skill Level:
Easy
421824
$6.49

Christmas Logs Table Topper Pattern
This beginner pattern can be made in a weekend
and uses leftover scraps! Finished size is 58" x 24".
Skill Level: Beginner
YQ00364 Print $7.99
VQ00364 Download $5.99

The Centerpiece Tablemat Pattern
You’ll never have a bare table again with this lovely
octagon tablemat! Finished size is 21".
Skill Level: Easy
423522 $5.99
AnniesCraftStore.com
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HOT TREND
ALERT!
Here We Gnome Again
Quilt Pattern
If you’re loving the gnome trend, then this quilt
will be your new favorite piece! Designed for
fusible appliqué, this pattern includes full-size
templates already reversed for your sewing.
Finished size: 56" x 68".
Skill Level: Easy
Y422479 $15.99

NEW! Timber Gnomies Panel 24" x 44"

278906 $11.49

NEW!
Timber Gnomies
White Snowflake
1 Yard Cut
278907 $15.99

NEW! Timber
Gnomies Snowmen 1 Yard Cut
278909 $15.99

14

NEW! Timber
Gnomies Stripe
1 Yard Cut

Gnomes Pattern
Gnomes are not just for the garden anymore.
Decorate your home with these fun, happy little
fellows. Finished sizes: small 3" tall (without hat);
medium 6" tall (without hat); large 9" tall
(without hat).
Skill Level: Easy
Y422477 $9.99

278908 $15.99

q u i l t pat te rns & fab ric
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Gnomes are here!
NEW! Gnome for the Holidays
Quilt Pattern
Who can resist gnomes? These happy fellows are
all ready to help you celebrate the Christmas holiday season. Designed for fusible appliqué, pattern
includes full-size templates already reversed for
your convenience. Finished size: 52" x 60".
Skill Level:
Easy
Y422600
$19.99

NEW! Gnome for the Holidays
Sewing Pattern

A Tale of Two Gnomes Quilt Pattern

These little fellas stitch up super quick! That
means this would make the perfect last-minute
gift or addition to your Christmas tree. Finished
measurements: 4" x 6".
Skill Level: Easy
359452 $5.49
(Download also available)

Get 2 quilts for the price of 1 with this funky quilt.
Make a quilt with gnomes and mushrooms to
snuggle with year-round, then switch it out for
gnomes and Christmas trees around the holidays!
Finished size: 60" x 72".
Skill Level: Intermediate
422462 $12.49 (Download also available)

NEW! Gnomes Go ‘Round
Tree Skirt Pattern
Stitch up this round beauty full of winter gnomes
and Christmas trees! It will make a lovely addition
to your holiday tree. Finished size: 30" round.
Skill Level: Easy
Y422599 $13.99
AnniesCraftStore.com
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Deck halls
t he
NEW! Christmas Memories Panel
24" x 44"
278883 $11.49

NEW! Posh Santa Quilt Pattern
We love our Santa who is full of personality with his
floppy hat and stylish beard! Just the right size for an easy
weekend holiday project, he would make a great door quilt
to greet all the holiday guests. This pattern requires the QCR
mini Ruler. Finished measurements: 28" x 38".
Skill Level: Intermediate
422591 $11.99

NEW! Let It Snow Pillow Pattern
Let it snow, let it snow, let it snow! This pillow measures
36" long x 15" high. It features the words "Let It Snow"
in an elegant script with whimsical snowflake accents.
Clear crystal beads embellish the tips of
each snowflake, reminiscent of real
See our
sparkling snow! The pattern includes all
website for
instructions and diagrams needed
more quilt
to complete the pillow.
patterns!
Skill Level: Easy
422596 $9.49 (Download also available)

16
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with Christmas cheer!
NEW! Noggin Quilt Pattern

This pattern includes fabric requirements
and instructions to make the quilt shown.
Requires use of Creative Grids 4" Log Cabin
Trim Tool and Creative Grids 4" Curvy Log
Cabin Trim Tool Quilt Ruler (sold below).
Finished measurements: 24" x 36".
Skill Level: Easy
422595 $4.99

NEW! 411518 Creative Grids 4" Log
Cabin Trim Tool $14.49
NEW! 411519 Creative Grids 4" Curvy
Log Cabin Trim Tool Quilt Ruler $14.49

NEW! Cardinal’s Christmas
Wreath Quilt Pattern
Cardinal’s Christmas Wreath is a quilt
pattern for a wall or lap quilt, sized 45" x
473/4" for small and 541/2" x 60" for large.
This pattern is Layer Cake-friendly.
Skill Level: Easy
422590 $9.99

AnniesCraftStore.com

NEW!
Christmas
Quilting

Create a quilted masterpiece
that will stand
the test of
time. One of
these gorgeous projects
is just what
you’re looking
for to add that
special touch
to your holidays and your
home. Each
of these eight
timeless patterns will inspire
you and bring joy all around the house! 50 pages.
Skill Level: Easy to Intermediate
141465 $9.99
(Download
also available)

NEW! Noel Sampler Panel Quilt Pattern
The Noel Sampler Panel quilt is made with printed panels,
so the layout is simple but stunning. The quilt uses one
each of two Better Not Pout fabric panels, 9 fat quarters, a
10" square pack, a background fabric and one border fabric.
Included
are instructions for
six easy
pieced
sampler
blocks.
Skill
Level:
Intermediate
422561
$8.99

qu il t p at te rn s & fab ric
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NEW! Country Christmas Quilt Pattern & Kit
This is the perfect design for a quick holiday quilt, and
you're sure to love it for years to come! Grab the kit, which
includes the pattern and fabric (from Timeless Treasures)
to make the quilt top! Finished size: 37" x 61".
Skill Level: Beginner
422511 Print $9.49
278901 Kit $54.99

NEW! Plaid
Deer 1 Yard Cut
278878 $15.99

KIT

NEW!

Pinecones
1 Yard Cut

278879 $15.99

NEW! I’ll Be
Home for
Christmas
Panel 24" x 44"
278877 $10.99

NEW! Nooks & Crannies
Quilt & Wall Hanging Pattern
This Picasso-like design starts with 2 panels that are strip
cut, then some strips are turned upside down before they
are put back together. Add some colored borders and the
wall hanging is complete. The quilt starts with the same
center as the wall hanging and then adds a wide border
that uses some great print fabrics. Finished sizes: Wall
hanging 50" x 50"; Quilt 54"x 70".
Skill Level: Easy
422510 $9.99
(Download also available)

NEW!
Snow Place
Like Home
Multi
Panel
24" x 44"
278889
$10.99

NEW! Snow Bird Flannel Panel Block 44" x 24"

278881 $11.49

18
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Purrfect patterns & panels!
NEW! Fireside Kittens
Panel 24" x 44"

278885 $10.99

NEW! Fireside Kittens
Block Panel 44" x 24"
278886 $10.99

NEW! Black Kitten Biscuits 1 Yard Cut

278917 $14.99

NEW!
Black
Fireside
Kittens
Border
Stripe
1 Yard
Cut
278887
$14.99

Naughty or Nice? Wall Hanging Pattern
Finished size: 21" x 21".
Skill Level: Easy
422284 $9.99 (Download also available)

Bah Humbug
Wall Hanging Pattern
Finished size is 19" x 19".
Skill Level: Easy
422033 $9.99 (Download also available)

AnniesCraftStore.com
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NEW! All Stacked Up Quilt Pattern
Put this adorable wall quilt at the top of your
quilting to-do list! These holiday-ready farm animals are gearing (and stacking) up for Christmas.
Traditionally piece together the rooster, pig and
chicken while also using a little bit of appliqué.
Finished size: 36" x 50".
Skill Level: Intermediate
422530 $9.99 (Download also available)

NEW! So This Is Christmas Quilt Pattern
This is a great winter quilt that combines piecing
and raw-edge appliqué! Stitch up these buffalo
check reindeer and tall standing Christmas trees
and put this quilt on display. Finished size:
60" x 75".
Skill Level: Easy
422547 $11.99 (Download also available)

NEW! Homegrown Holidays Quilt Kit
Decorating with quilts and barn stars, gingham and
greenery, farm animals and vintage trucks, makes
a holiday home warm and inviting no matter what
the address. This kit using Moda’s Homegrown
Holidays collection includes fabric for the top,
binding and pattern. Finished quilt
size: 54" x 58".
Skill Level: Easy
278959 $69.99

KIT

NEW! Moda
Homegrown
Holidays Winter
White Panel
44" x 24"

278954 $10.99
20
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Have yourself a

farmhouse Christmas!

Exclusively Annie’s
NEW! Winter Barns
Quilt Kit

This barn quilt has a great
combination of farmhouse and
Christmas in it. We have created
the perfect kit, so you can stitch
this quilt up in time to give it as
a holiday gift or add it to your
decor! Includes pattern and
fabric to make the quilt top.
Finished size: 52" x 64".
Skill Level: Beginner
278936 $79.99

KIT

NEW! Holiday Heartland
Advent Calendar
Panel 36" x 44"
278903 $15.99

NEW!
Holiday Heartland Stripe
1 Yard Cut
278905 $15.99

NEW! Holiday Heartland Block Panel 44" x 24"

278904 $11.49

AnniesCraftStore.com
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It’s tree time!

NEW!
Wooded
Whimsy
Quilt Pattern
This Jelly Rollfriendly quilt
is the perfect
touch of
whimsy to add
to your home!
Finished size:
60" x 72".
Skill Level:
Intermediate
422571
$9.99

NEW! Moda Country
Christmas
Jelly Roll
40/Pkg.
278925 $38.99

NEW! Moda Country Christmas
Charm Pack 42/Pkg.
278924 $9.99

NEW!
Flights of
Whimsy
Quilt Pattern

Holiday Tree
Table Runner Pattern
Use assorted green scraps from
your stash to stitch up this
wonky yet charming Christmas
tree. Finished size: 6" x 20".
Skill Level: Beginner
422375 $9.49
(Download also available)

This row-by-row
design is easy to
make and uses
machine appliqué as well as
paper-piecing techniques. Finished
size: 70" x 82".
Skill Level: Easy
422548 $9.99
(Download
also available)

Holiday Sewing Tree Wall Hanging Pattern
Fusible appliqué techniques let you build a one-of-a-kind Christmas
tree! Finished size: 20" x 31".
Skill Level: Intermediate
422360 $18.99
22
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NEW! Hauling the Tree All
Around Table Topper Pattern
We love how these vintage pickup trucks
capture how Dad would bring home the
family Christmas tree in his truck. Capture
your fond memories of the holidays and
put it on display for all your guests to see!
Finished size: 17" round.
Skill Level: Intermediate
422529 $8.99

NEW!
Fenders
& Fences
Pattern
Pak Plus®
Double the
fun with this
Pattern Pak
Plus, which
includes the
pattern and
an embellishment kit!
It’s quick
and easy to
make with
a quick fuse
appliqué method. The embellishment kit includes
"Christmas Trees" sign, two "International" hubcaps, two
bumpers and 26 Windmill Blades Engraved Chunkee
Buttonz®. Fabric not included. Finished size: 17" x 30".
Skill Level: Easy
422563 $33.99

Exclusively Annie’s Tree Time Quilt Pattern
This quilt is sure to become a holiday favorite. Finished size:
42" x 48"; block size: 6" x 6".
Skill Level:
Easy
Y886363
Print
$8.99
A886363
Download
$7.99

NEW! Home for the Holidays
Panel 24" x 44"
278874 $10.99

NEW! Red Plaid
1 Yard Cut
278876 $15.99

NEW!
Snowflakes
1 Yard Cut

278875 $15.99
AnniesCraftStore.com
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Quilting
in a winter
wonderland!
NEW! Christmas Winter Meeting
Panel 36" x 44"
279015 $14.99

NEW! Snap Shots Quilt Pattern
This pattern gives instructions for both a lap and large
throw—just be sure the panel you’re using
is at least 23" wide (see panels below). Finished sizes: lap 47" x 55";
large throw 60" x 68".
Skill Level: Easy
422537 $9.99 (Download also available)

NEW! Winter Barn
Panel 24" x 44"
278870 $10.99

NEW!
Cardinals
on Birch
1 Yard
Cut
278871
$15.99

NEW! Pine Needles Quilt Pattern
Building on the forest idea, this quilt features the
illusion of pine trees or pine needles. Finished size:
38" x 50".
Skill Level: Easy
422509 $9.99
(Download also available)

NEW! Winter Hike
Panel 24" x 44"
278872 $10.99

NEW!
Winter
Bird
1 Yard
Cut

278873
$15.99
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NEW!
Follow
Your Star
Quilt
Pattern

KIT

This pattern gives
instructions
for two different sizes
of panels:
24" wide
and 36"
wide.
Finished
sizes: lap
49" x 68"; throw 61" x 68".
Skill Level: Easy
422534 $9.99 (Download also available)
NEW! 278868
Starry Night Panel 24" x 44" $10.99

NEW!
Snow Valley
Panel
24" x 44"
278891
$11.49

NEW! Starry Night Quilt Kit
In this winter design, you can switch up the
framing 3 different ways! Kit includes pattern and
enough fabric to make one design. Finished size:
301/2" x 501/2".
Skill Level: Intermediate
278900 $54.99

NEW! White on
White Snowflakes
1 Yard Cut
278892 $15.99

NEW! Dark Grey
Tossed Snowman
1 Yard Cut
278893 $15.99

Snowman Village Table Runner Pattern
Snowmen engage in a variety of winter activities from skiing
to snowshoeing and sledding in a runner that will make you
smile! Finished size: 20" x 52".
Skill Level: Easy
422243 $21.99

Patchwork Accent Table Runner Pattern Snowmen - January
Bring the spirit of each month into your home with charming
patchwork runners! Finished size: 91/2" x 291/2".
Skill Level: Easy
422214 $9.49 (Download also available)

AnniesCraftStore.com
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Lovely
strip
quilts!
Glory Quilt Pattern
Celebrate your faith with this
wonderful quilt that is beautiful
in any color combination. The
larger quilt is Jelly Roll-friendly
and the wall hanging is perfect
for that stash of scraps. Finished
sizes: bed quilt 68" x 88"; wall
hanging 34" x 44".
Skill Level: Easy
422106 $9.99
(Download also available)

NEW! 21/2" Strips
Emerald Forest
40/Pkg.

279061 $44.99

NEW! 21/2" Strips
Ruby Days
40/Pkg.

279048 $44.99

Royal Nights Jelly
Roll 40/Pkg.
278648 $42.99

Have a Heart Quilt Pattern
Use your favorite color to make this
lovely quilt. This Jelly Roll pattern
also makes a great scrap quilt.
Finished
size is 74" x
90".
Skill Level:
Easy
421690
$9.99
(Download
also
available)
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NEW! Star Bright
Quilt Pattern
This large quilt is Jelly Rollfriendly. The small quilt is easily
made using a prepackaged
Layer Cake. Assemble all of your
pieces, stitch it together and
you’ll have yourself a new quilt
to display or give as the perfect
gift! Finished sizes: 43" x 47" and
86" x 94".
Skill Level: Easy
422576 $9.99
(Download also available)

See our
website for
more quilt
patterns!

NEW! 21/2" Strips
Sapphire Sky
40/Pkg.
279047 $44.99

NEW! 21/2" Strips
Vanilla Cream
40/Pkg.
279045 $44.99

NEW! 21/2" Strips
Cookie Dough
40/Pkg.
279046 $44.99

Oh,
Stripmas Tree
Wall Hanging
Pattern
Trees can be decorated with any
small Christmas
ornaments, vintage jewelry,
handmade ornaments, buttons
or lace. Finished
size: 37" x 45".
Skill Level: Easy
421851
$9.99
AnniesCraftStore.com

Calling
all bird
lovers!

See our
website for
more quilt
patterns!

The Happy Cardinal
Table Runner & Pillow Pattern
Finished sizes: short table runner: 14" x 21"; long table
runner: 14" x 27"; pillow: 14" x 14".
Skill Level: Intermediate
422352 $8.99 (Download also available)

NEW! Snow Place
Like Home Panel
24" x 44"
278888 $10.99

NEW!
Black Tossed
Bird Houses
1 Yard Cut

278890 $15.99

NEW! Snowmen
Tossed Allover
1 Yard Cut
278882 $15.99
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Winter’s Majesty Wall Hanging Pattern
With artfully arranged log cabin blocks, elegant appliqué
and a bright-red cardinal to bring it all together, this wall
hanging is a real winner! Finished size: 36" x 36".
Skill Level: Intermediate
422357 $8.99 (Download also available)
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NEW! Winterberry Cardinals
Quilt Pattern
Simple piecing creates a stunning effect in this
beautiful wintry quilt. Finished size: 54" x 54".
Skill Level: Intermediate
422434 $9.99 (Download also available)

Cardinals Quilt Pattern
These pieced cardinals in your favorite fabrics will
invigorate any room, whether it’s in your home or
the home of your favorite bird lover. Finished sizes:
small: 473/4" x 521/2"; large: 583/4" x 601/2".
Skill Level: Intermediate
422335 $9.99

Cardinals are winter’s
favorite bird!

Laser-Cut

KIT

Cardinal Prestamped Hand Towels 2/pkg

Each package contains 2 matching 15" x 30"
decorative hand towels. Made of poly/cotton
broadcloth. Includes embroidery design guide.
Additional materials needed to complete: hoop,
needle and floss.
Skill Level: Easy
431268 $11.49

Winterberry Cafe
Laser-Cut Wall Hanging Kit
Kit includes background fabric and prefused and
laser-cut appliqué pieces. Does not include inside
or outside border fabric; you’ll need 1 fat eighth
for the inside border and 1/2 yard for the outside
border. You will also need 22" x 30" each backing
and batting. Finished size: 18" x 27".
Skill Level: Easy
278820 $36.99
AnniesCraftStore.com
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Angelic Christmas scenes!
NEW! Barnyard Christmas Quilt Pattern
The wait is over for the barnyard animals. This beautiful
nativity wall hanging will become your new favorite holiday
display.
Designed
Laser-Cut
for all skill
KIT
levels.
Finished
size is 26"W
by 29"H.
Skill
Level:
Easy
422597
$9.99
279062
Prefused
Laser-Cut
Quilt Kit
$37.99

In the Arms of the Angels
Wall Hanging Pattern
This gorgeous wall hanging is a quick,
easy and sincere way to show you care.
Finished size: 30" x 36".
Skill Level: Intermediate
422463 $11.99

NEW! Winter Window
Quilt Pattern
This beautiful attic window
quilt is quick and easy to put
together. With a "cheater"
half-square-triangle in the corner, there are no difficult miters
or "Y" seams. The asymmetrical pinwheels complete the
design. Finished size: 38" x 51".
Skill Level: Easy
422508 $9.99
(Download also available)

NEW!
Winter
Blessing
Panel
24" x 44"

278869
$10.99

Christmas Morning Delight
Wall Hanging Pattern
This beautiful Christmas pattern features
an appliquéd center and full-color piecing
instructions. Finished size: 381/2" x 381/2".
Skill Level: Intermediate
422384 $16.99
30
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Faith-filled
panels!
KIT

Comfort of Psalms Fabric Panel-Natural
424174 $8.99

Forever Sisters Panel
18" x 22"
278631 $8.99

Exclusively Annie’s
Faithful Friends Quilt Pattern

1 Corinthians 13
Panel
161/2" x 201/2"
278556
$8.99

See our
website for
more quilt
panels!

Panels make fast and easy quilts with
lots of possibilities when you explore
with pieced borders. Just a bit of simple
piecing can make all the difference.
Finished size: 461/4" x 541/4".
Skill Level: Beginner
Y886529 Print $8.99
A886529 Download $7.99
NEW! 278867 Kit $49.99

Rejoice Block Panel
278298 $8.99

Prayer Shawl Fabric Panel-Black
277335 $8.99
AnniesCraftStore.com
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Quick-to-make
gifts!

NEW! Snow Stack Sewing Pattern
These three friendly faces are looking forward
to being displayed with your other cute winter
decorations this season! Made of wool, Snow Stack
is freestanding and is 6" tall.
Skill Level: Easy
359455 $5.99

NEW! Chilly Sewing Pattern
This cute guy will be the perfect addition to your
winter decor! Chilly is 4" tall and made of wool.
Skill Level: Easy
359457 $5.99

Holiday
Baubles
Sewing
Pattern
Use the
holiday
baubles as
bowl fillers, ornaments or
home decor—make them traditional or modern!
They are easy to make, yet they look complex!
Skill Level: Easy
359387 $8.99

Handy Baskets for the Holidays Pattern

Holiday Stars Ornament
Sewing Pattern
Use this simple pattern to make a fun assortment
of ornaments with 6 or 8 points in 3 different sizes.
You’ll be able to decorate your tree and home with
a wide variety of fun colors and fabrics!
Finished sizes: Small: 51/2" in diameter; Medium:
71/2" in diameter; Large: 111/2" in diameter.
Skill Level: Easy
359248 $8.99
147879 Dura-Fuse All Purpose Interfacing 20" x 36" $5.99

Fun baskets to hold so many different things—
bread, napkins, plants, mail or your keys! So many
different ways to use
these adorable baskets.
Finished size:
6" x 8" x 8".
Skill Level: Easy
359331 $9.49
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Make something
special for your

quiltingds!
frien
NEW! Sisters Panel 6" x 6"

279005 $4.99

NEW! Fat Quarter Queen Panel 6" x 6"

279050 $4.99

Faithful
Quilter
Panel
6" x 6"
278478
$4.99

Quilter’s Blessing Panel 6" x 6"
278863 $4.99

Sew Quilt
Shop
Laugh
Panel
6" x 6"
278477
$4.99

3 Girlfriends in the Garden of Life
6" x 6"
278864 4.99
AnniesCraftStore.com
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The perfect precuts!
NEW! Time-Saving
Charm Quilts
If you’re a busy quilter with little time
for your hobby you’ll LOVE these
time-saving patterns made with
charm squares. Using these precuts
will allow you more time to actually
sew. Save time by having your fabric
selection already decided and cut out
for you. Our designers put together a
great collection of timeless patterns
perfect for you—the busy quilter.
Skill Level: Beginner to
Intermediate
141466 $9.99
(Download also available)

A

C

B

D

Charm Packs - 42/Pkg.
A. NEW! Moda At Home
279090 $9.99

B. NEW! Moda Nancy’s Needle
279087 $9.99

C. Stonehenge Gradations Oxidized Copper
277523 $13.99

D. Stonehenge Gradations Brights
278693 $13.99

E. Stonehenge Gradations Brights Indigo
277749 $13.99
34
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Time-Saving Quilts
With 21/2" Strips
If you’re one of those busy quilters with
very little spare time for your favorite craft,
this book is the solution! It contains nine
gorgeous quilts you can make using 2½"
precut strips, so your project prep is quick
and easy! It’s not always easy to find the
time to select fabric, do the cutting and
then actually sit down and stitch the pieces
together, and that’s exactly why this book is
so perfect: The precut-friendly patterns were
all designed with busy quilters in mind.
Skill Level: Beginner to Easy
141463 $9.99 (Download also available)

NEW!
Moda
Gypsy Soul
Jelly Roll 40/Pkg
278964
$38.99

NEW! Stonehenge
Gradations Brights
Jelly Roll - 40/Pkg.
278690 $47.99

Artisan Spirit
Shimmer Midnight Sky
Jelly Roll - 40/Pkg.
278694 $44.99

NEW!
Kimberbell
Basics Winter
Jelly Roll - 40/
Pkg.

279107 $39.99

NEW! Kimberbell
Basics Fall
Jelly Roll 40/Pkg.
279105
$39.99

AnniesCraftStore.com
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Prestamped embroidery is easy!
Campground
Prestamped Wall Quilt
Ready to take your camper out for a
relaxing weekend? Wait no longer. Put this
wall hanging on display so you’ll always
feel outdoors! Package contains one
36" x 36" quilt.
Skill Level: Easy
431274 $11.99

18" Prestamped Quilt Blocks
$13.49 each
Each package contains six 18" square
quilt blocks of cotton/poly broadcloth. Approximate quilt requirements: twin: 3 packages; full: 4 packages; queen: 5 packages; king: 5 packages. Floss requirements included.
Skill Level: Easy
431279 Deer
431273 Camper

Camper
Prestamped
Hand Towels

Happy Campers
9" Prestamped Quilt Blocks
Each package contains 1 set of 12 9"
square blocks of cotton/poly broadcloth.
Floss requirements included. Approximate finished size: 48" x 37".
Skill Level: Easy
431239 $9.49
36

Each package
contains 2
matching 15" x
30" decorative
hand towels.
Made of poly/
cotton broadcloth. Includes
embroidery
design guide.
Additional materials needed to
complete: hoop,
needle and floss.
Skill Level:
Easy
431233
$11.49
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The perfect
prestamped
designs!
Prestamped Hand Towels - 2/pkg $11.49
Each package contains 2 matching 15" x 30" decorative hand towels and an embroidery design guide.
Made of poly/cotton broadcloth. Additional materials needed to complete: hoop, needle and floss.
Skill Level: Easy
NEW! 431280 Halloween Pumpkin
NEW! 431281 Cornucopia
431277 Sunflower
431259 Old Truck
431232 Rooster

AnniesCraftStore.com
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Sweet designs
for Baby!

Prestamped Crib Quilt Tops $14.99
A sweet little elephant to add to your sweetie’s little nursery. Each package contains 1 crib quilt top of cotton/poly
broadcloth. Approximate size: 40" x 60".
Skill Level: Easy
NEW! 431283 Unicorn
431262 Elephant

Elephants 9" Prestamped
Nursery Quilt Blocks
Each package contains one set of twelve
9" square nursery blocks of cotton/poly
broadcloth. Additional materials needed
to complete: backing, batting, hoop,
needle, floss and thread. Approximate
finished size: 48" x 37".
Skill Level: Easy
431231 $9.49

Unicorn White 18" Prestamped Quilt Blocks
Each package contains six 18" square quilt blocks of cotton/
poly broadcloth.
Approximate quilt
requirements: twin: 3
packages; full: 4 packages; queen: 5 packages; king: 5 packages.
Floss requirements
included.
Skill Level: Easy
431236 $13.49

Precious
Angels 9"
Prestamped
Quilt Blocks

Unicorn 9" Prestamped
Nursery Quilt Blocks
Each package contains twelve 9" square
nursery blocks of cotton/poly broadcloth.
Additional materials needed to complete:
backing, batting, hoop, needle, floss and
thread. Floss requirements included.
Approximate finished size: 48" x 37".
Skill Level: Easy
431271 $9.49
38

Each package
contains 1 set
of 12 9" square
blocks of cotton/
poly broadcloth.
Floss requirements included.
Approximate
finished size: 48"
x 37".
Skill Level: Easy
431238 $9.49
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Exclusively Annie’s
Butterfly Kisses Quilt Pattern
These butterflies have dimensional wings
and look like they are about to fly off the
quilt. Finished size: 42" x 42".
Skill Level: Easy
Y886534 Print $8.99
A886534 Download $7.99

Puff Quilt Pattern

Exclusively Annie’s
Rainbow Puffs Quilt Pattern
This unique puff quilt is set on point and
alternates puff squares with quilted flat
squares. Finished size: 39" x 501/2".
Skill Level: Easy
Y886489 Print $8.99
A886489 Download $7.99

This is a great project for a
floor quilt for a little one if
the buttons are not used,
or use it as a lap quilt to
keep handy if a chill arises.
Finished size is 48" x 48".
Skill Level: Easy
YQ01033 Print $8.99
VQ01033
Download $7.99

Mommy & Me Quilt Pattern
A baby elephant trailing
its mother makes for a
charming scene. The use
of rickrack and simple
prints makes the finished
product an ideal baby
gift. Add some dimension with the appliqué
balloons. Finished size is
40" x 52".
Skill Level:
Intermediate
429470 $9.99

Special Delivery
Quilting for Baby
See our
website for

KITS!

Exclusively Annie’s
Sweet Dreams Quilt Pattern
Kit includes precut pieces so you can get
right to quilting! Finished size: 41" x 50".
Skill Level: Easy
Y886375 Print $8.99
A886375 Download $7.99
AnniesCraftStore.com

Special Delivery Quilting for
Baby is everything you’ll
need for the new arrival,
boy or girl. Each of the 6
quilts has an adorable coordinating extra project. Mix
or match the 12 patterns to
make colorful baby needs.
Skill Level: Easy
141434 $14.99
Special $7.99
(Download also available)

qu il t p at te rn s & fab ric
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Learn to
Quilt With
Panels

NEW!
Green
Lyon the
Lion Panel
36" x 44"

Skill Level:
Easy
141372
$14.99
Special
$12.99
(Download
also
available)

279016
$13.99

See our
website for
more quilt
panels!

NEW! Best
Friends
Farm
Scenic
1 Yard Cut
278808
$15.99

NEW! Best Friends Farm
Scenic Panel 36" x 44"
278809 $15.99

NEW! Kirra
Koala Baby
Quilt Pattern
How innocent
does this koala
look hugging
the tree and
perched up on
a branch? Add
this neutral
baby quilt to
any little girl’s
or boy’s room.
It also makes
the perfect gift
to give at a gender reveal party! Finished size:
42" x 52".
Skill Level: Easy
422525 $11.99 (Download also available)

Barnyard Buddies
Panel 36" x 44"
278735 $15.99

Purple Barnyard
Buddies 1 Yard Cut
278734 $15.99
40

NEW! Gigi Giraffe Baby Quilt Pattern
It doesn’t get much cuter than this mother giraffe
standing tall over her baby. Use your appliqué
skills to quilt this sweet little sentiment for your
baby’s room. Finished size: 42" x 52".
Skill Level: Easy
422526 $11.99 (Download also available)
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NEW!
Barnyard Bash
Quilt Pattern

KIT
Cuddle Playmat Kit – Penguin
This sweet penguin has plenty of texture
to keep Baby’s hands busy during
playtime, with a soft body, beak and
feet, and a fun tuft of fluff on top of his
head! Kit includes fabrics for the top and
backing. Finished size: 26" x 36".
Skill Level: Easy
278757 $49.99

KIT

This pattern
shows you how
to make a lovely
geometric quilt
embellished
with adorable
barnyard animals. With this
quilt top, you
are done quilting. Simply
attach a
backing using
your desired
method and
cuddle up in
your brand-new blanket.
You deserve it! Finished measurements: Baby: 30" x 45";
Crib: 45" x 60"; Twin: 60" x 75"
Skill Level: Easy
422581 $11.99 (Download also available)

NEW! Barnyard Buddies
Jelly Bean Pillow Pattern
The pattern gives you six farm animal options: a pig, sheep,
cow, chick,
duckling, and
a goat. This is
a great pattern
for intermediate sewers.
Finished size:
14" x 9".
Skill Level:
Easy
359459
$8.99
(Download
also available)

NEW! My Lambie
Ivory Kit

Cuddle Playmat Kit – Giraffe
This adorable play mat is perfect for
any little one, whether you’re looking
for a soft surface for Baby to play on or
an oversize new friend for a child. Kit
includes fabric for the top and backing.
Finished size: 24" x 42".
Skill Level: Intermediate
278756 $49.99
AnniesCraftStore.com

Not sure what to
make for the new
arrival in your family?
Let us help! This kit
includes detailed
instructions along
with all the Luxe
Cuddle® fabrics you’ll
need to stitch up this
wonderfully soft play
mat. Finished size: 27"
x 35".
Skill Level:
Intermediate
278670 $49.99

KIT
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ITEM #

DESCRIPTION

❒

All customs, duties and brokerage fees
are the customer’s responsibility.

Canadian Shipping . . . . . . . . . Add $10

$45.01 and over . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $9.99

$20.01 to $45  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $8.99

$10.01 to $20  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $7.99

PRICE EACH
TOTAL

Available online at AnniesCraftStore.com

RUSH SERVICE:

TOTAL

Visit AnniesCatalog.com/Tax

Sales Tax

Subtotal

Canada
add $10

Shipping (Use chart above.)

Merchandise Total

M–F: 7 a.m.–9 p.m. CT; Sat.: 7 a.m.–5 p.m. CT; Sun.: 9 a.m.–5 p.m. CT

CALL (800) 582-6643

Order online at AnniesCraftStore.com

PAGE

Signature (for credit card orders)

❒
$5.01 to $10  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $5.99

Up to $5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $3.99

Shipping & Processing
❸
USA
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Your email address
Enter your email address here to receive confirmation when your order is shipped and alerts
about new products and special offers from Annie’s.

Mail to: Big Sandy, TX 75755-9400

1 Annie Lane

❒

Your phone number

Exp.
Date

Account
Number:

❒

❷ Payment Method:
❒ Check ❒ Money Order

For questions regarding your order,
please send an email to
customer_service@
AnniesCatalog.com
24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
Or call (800) 282-6643, Mon.–Fri.,
8 a.m.–7 p.m. CT, Sat., 7 a.m.–5 p.m.
CT and Sun., 9 a.m.–5 p.m. CT.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
If you need to return or exchange
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Customer Service
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(In case we have questions about
your order.)

ZIP

State
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Ship to: (If different)

1 AnniesCraftStore.com
2 (800) 582-6643
3 Order by mail

3 Great Ways to Order!

50%

OFF
YOUR FIRST
KIT!
Use code:
QUILT50

Annie’s Holiday Quilters Club logo art, created 12/2018
(You must be familiar with the logo standards before any usage attempt.)

Fun & Festive Quilt Projects, All Year Long!
A N N I E ’ S H O L I D AY Q U I LT E R S C L U B B R I N G S Y O U …
• Monthly kits featuring projects to suit every
season and holiday of the year!

CMYK version (below).

• High-quality, name-brand fabric and other
materials to create a quilted holiday project
• Step-by-step instructions and full-sized patterns

AnniesKitClubs.com/QUILT50
Black version (below).

Why do quilters love
Annie’s Creative Studio?
White version (below).

“I love the patterns with tutorials. They give me the confidence to try new
things like appliqué. I’m also practicing for machine-quilting my quilt.
Thanks for giving me the knowledge I need!”
— BE T TI E J. V I A I N TER N E T
“I love my membership. The videos are great, the instructors are clear
and personable, and the projects are varied enough to appeal to a
wide
audience
and
many
Note:
Symbols
such as ®, ©, and
™ are
never to skill levels. So much value here.”
appear as less than 5 pt. in size. If, in the event of
reducing art to fit a space the symbol appears
too small, that symbol must be reset to the
minimum 5 pt. type size.

— DA N A P. V I A I N TER N E T

Start your FREE 15-day trial today, then pay only $7.99 per
month. Explore over 1,450 videos and 1,150 downloadable
patterns immediately, with more added every week!

AnniesCreativeStudio.com

Exclusively Annie’s
NEW! Coffee Shop Quilt Pattern
It’s fun to work the rich colors of coffee
and present them in a quilt pattern. This
two-block design could work for any color
combination. Finished size: 60" x 72".
Skill Level: Easy
Y886538 Print $8.99
A886538 Download $7.99

Exclusively Annie’s
NEW! Fall Migration Quilt Pattern
Fall Migration provides a great opportunity to do a bit of
stash busting! A block that is a combination of a Log Cabin
and Flying Geese is turned during construction to create a
stacked design. Depending on fabric choices, this quilt is
the perfect addition to any room! Finished size: 53" x 60".
Skill Level: Easy
Y886540 Print $8.99
A886540 Download $7.99

Exclusively
Annie’s
Natures
Patchwork
Quilt Pattern

Exclusively Annie’s
Autumn Jubilee Quilt Pattern

Stitch this great
table runner
and hot pad set
to match your
kitchen colors or
restitch in new
colors for every
season. Finished
sizes: table runner: 601/2" x 241/2";
hot pad: 121/2" x
121/2".
Skill Level: Easy
Y886523
Print $8.99
A886523 Download $7.99

Immerse yourself in the rich colors of
autumn. Every patch is the same size,
making this quilt ideal to use up that Jelly
Roll you have lying around, or to bust
your stash! Finished size: 72" x 84".
Skill Level: Easy
Y886435 Print $8.99
A886435 Download $7.99

Stonehenge Gradations
Earth Charm Pack – 42/Pkg.
278692 $13.99

Stonehenge Gradations Earth Jelly Roll - 40/Pkg.
278689 $47.99
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NEW! Strata Quilt Pattern
Have you been wondering what to do with that
luscious but somewhat intimidating gradation
fabric? Strata is a super easy, one fabric quilt that
answers that question! You can also use 5 of your
favorite fabrics and stitch up a simple yet elegant
quilt!
Finished
size: 45" x
60".
Skill Level:
Easy
422514
$9.99
(Download
also
available)

Exclusively Annie’s
NEW! Shades of Gray Quilt Pattern
This is a great pattern to create with a one-color
family to create a fun finished quilt. Six colors
ranging from light to dark will determine how well
you see the block pattern. It’s a great pattern to
work on color values.
Skill Level: Easy
Y886532 Print $8.99
A886532 Download $7.99

NEW! Simply Majestic
Quilt Pattern

NEW! Moda Stiletto
Jelly Roll 40/Pkg.
278966 $38.99

Stitch up this Jelly Roll-friendly quilt
or use up your scraps. The block is
easy to make, and when the blocks
go together, it forms a pinwheel.
Although it looks complicated, it
actually couldn’t be easier to make!
Even the side set-in triangles are
simple to put together. Finished
sizes: Crib: 47" x 58"; Lap: 58" x
70"; Twin: 58" x 81"; Queen 81" x
103"; King: 115" x 115".
Skill Level: Easy
422558 $9.99
(Download also available)

KIT

Exclusively Annie’s
Two Step Quilt Pattern
This is the perfect project to use those leftover 21/2" strips.
Coordinate the colors to make one for every season! Finished
size is 53" x 65".
Skill Level: Easy
Y886274 Print $8.99
A886274 Download $7.99

A. Artisan Spirit Shimmer
Black Earth Jelly Roll 40/Pkg.
278698 $44.99

B. Artisan Spirit Shimmer
Sand Jelly Roll - 40/Pkg.
278699 $44.99

AnniesCraftStore.com
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B
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Bright quilts perfect for gift-giving!
Exclusively Annie’s
NEW! Color Pop
Quilt Pattern
Pull your brightly colored prints and add a
crisp white background
to make this fun and
lively quilt. A very
simple partial seam
construction is used
to make the whirligig
block. Finished size
39" x 491/2".
Skill Level: Easy
Y886536
Print $8.99
A886536
Download
$7.99

Exclusively Annie’s
NEW! Predawn Cabo
Quilt Pattern
This quilt can be made
with a pack of charm
squares if you trim them a
bit or you can make it with
your favorite scrap fabrics.
Either way it’s a fun quilt
to make. Finished size:
601/2" x 721/2".
Skill Level: Easy
Y886541 Print $8.99
A886541
Download $7.99

KIT
NEW! Star Bright Quilt Kit
This quilt kit is easy to construct and
would be the perfect piece to brighten
up a bedroom or drape over your couch!
Fabrics are from Moda's Harper's Garden
line. Kit includes the pattern and fabric
for the quilt top and binding. Finished
size: 64" x 80".
Skill Level: Beginner
278973 $99.99

NEW! Jelly Weave Quilt Pattern
Jelly Weave is a strip quilt that is so quick and easy,
but it has a woven
look that seems more
Coordinating
complicated than it is!
fabric is coming
The pattern includes
soon to our
5 sizes. Finished
website!
measurements: crib 41"
x 57"; throw 57" x 73";
twin 73" x 90"; queen
97" x 97"; king 105"
x 97".
Skill Level: Easy
422551 $9.49
(Download
also available)

NEW!

147975 Diagonal
Seam Tape™ $7.49
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Quilts You Can Make in a Day
This book is chock-full of projects for
every skill level and taste! Enjoy patterns
from coasters to bed quilts, including
precut-friendly projects and even some
great stash busters to help clean out your
scraps. You’ll never be too busy to quilt
again! 48 pages.
Skill Level: Beginner to Intermediate
141462 $9.99 Special $7.99
(Download also available)
Connect with us on
Facebook.com

New wide
backs!

See our
website
for more
108s!

NEW! White
Splatter
Wide Backing
108" x 108"

278825 $47.99

NEW! Friendship Wide Backing
108" x 108"
278830 $47.99

NEW! Multi
Splatter
Wide Backing
108" x 108"

278824 $47.99

NEW! Motivational Wide
Backing 108" x 108"
278827 $47.99

NEW! White
Pastel Ombré
Colored Circles
108" x 108" Wide
Backing
279064 $49.99

NEW! Black
Multi Ombré
Colored Circles
108" x 108" Wide
Backing
279063 $49.99

AnniesCraftStore.com
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Our favorite 4-legged friends!
NEW! All You Need Is Love
and a Dog Panel 24" x 44"

NEW! Live Love
Meow Cream
Cat Banner
Panel 24" x 44"

278805 $10.99

278716 $10.99

NEW! All You
Need Is Love
and a Dog
Print
1 Yard Cut
278806
$15.99

NEW! Live
Love Meow
Cream
Border Stripe
1 Yard Cut
NEW! All
You Need Is
Love and a
Dog Stripe
1 Yard Cut

278718
$15.99

278807
$15.99

NEW! Doxie Love Laser-Cut Quilt Kit
Enter "Doxie Love," a wiggly, squishable sausage
dog with a penchant for overeating, wearing
a fancy tux, and stretching out his stubby legs
for a proper belly scratching. "Doxie Love"
uses Art Gallery Fabrics’ prints in a laser-cut
quilt kit, with pieces precut and prefused with
FlexiFuse Premium Fusible. Quilt top finishes at
approximately 61" x 31."
Skill Level: Easy
279017 $51.99

KIT

NEW! Live Love
Meow Gold Cat
Blocks Panel
44" x 24"
278717 $10.99

NEW!
Princess
Sewing
Pattern
Add this pretty
kitty to your
sewing room
and keep all of
your pins in one
place! Made of
wool, Princess
is freestanding
and is 5" tall.
Skill Level:
Easy
359458
$6.00
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Go
CRAZY for
chickens!

Exclusively Annie’s
NEW! Charming Chickens Pattern

Precut
KIT

After a long summer day of pecking and scratching, this
chicken family is ready for a good night’s sleep under their
favorite patchwork quilt. Kit includes backing and muslin.
Buttons for the eyes are not included. Finished size: 38" x 16".
Skill Level: Easy
Y886531 Print $8.99
A886531 Download $7.99
NEW! 278938
Precut Kit (fabric may vary slightly) $49.99

NEW! Chickens on the Runner
Table Set Pattern
These fun chickens can be made in a
variety of fabrics: modern, country or
vintage. Pattern includes instructions for
a table runner, place mat, napkin and
napkin rings. Finished measurements:
runner 14" x 40"; place mat 13" x 18".
Skill Level: Easy
422524 $9.49

Kit coming
soon in late
July!

Princess Lay-A
Pot Holder Pattern

Chickens Quilt Pattern

Sew up these cute chickens as pot
holders, mug rugs or trivets in no time!
Finished size: approximately 9" x 9".
Skill Level: Easy
422248 $6.99

These adorable hen blocks are so easy to make and
will add a nugget of fun to any room. Finished sizes: small:
41" x 451/2"; medium: 54" x 60"; large: 67" x 741/2".
Skill Level: Intermediate
422343 $10.99 (Download also available)

AnniesCraftStore.com
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Organize
your
kitchen!

NEW! More
Weekend Sewing
Sewers, start your
machines! This special
issue, More Weekend
Sewing, includes 25+
quick and easy sewing
patterns that you can
make in a weekend
or even an afternoon!
Discover fresh patterns
perfect for stitching
last-minute gifts
while busting your
fabric stash.
Skill Level:
Beginner to Easy
141467 $9.99
(Download also available)

Pint Size Parking
Sewing Pattern

NEW! Fun Fabric Caddy & Bin Pattern
Pick up iced coffees for your
coworkers or organize your
sewing area in style with this
unique Fun Fabric Caddy! The
sewing is easy with just a few
rectangles or squares of fabric.
Finished sizes: caddy 7" x 8" x
23"; bin 5" x 5" x 61/2".
Skill Level: Easy
Y359448 $9.99

Pick a pretty pair of fabrics
to help you organize picnics,
parties, bathroom essentials
like makeup brushes, crafting
supplies and more! These
containers are a perfect fit for
pint-size mason jars to help
you sort life’s little necessities.
Finished size: 7" x 7" x 3".
Skill Level: Intermediate
359437 $9.99

NEW! Toast & Jam Sewing Pattern
Sew up a few whimsical jars of jam and slices of toast to add a fun
feel to your kitchen. These decorative pot holders, mug mats and
trivets make a quick
project or easy gift!
Finished sizes: toast 7"
x 81/2"; jam jar 7" x 8".
Skill Level: Easy
359444 $8.99

Microwave Cozies
Sewing Pattern
These handy cozies are perfect
for heating up a mug of coffee,
a bowl of soup or even a serving
dish of food, and removing
them from the microwave safely
and comfortably.
Skill Level: Beginner
YS00419 Print $7.99
AS00419
Download $6.99

NEW! Myrtle the Turtle
Sewing Pattern
Sew up these cute turtle oven
mitts that are fun for everyone!
They are super quick and easy
to make, which make them
a perfect weekend project.
Finished size: 10" x 9".
Skill Level: Easy
359453 $6.99
50
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NEW! Pumpkin Pot Holder Pattern

Pot Holders for All Seasons
This whimsical collection includes
patterns for 20 pot holders for every
occasion and season. A great way to
use up your scraps! Includes full-size
templates. 80 pages.
Skill Level: Beginner
141402 $14.99 Special $9.99
(Download also available)

Year of Pot Holders 2
Year of Pot Holders 2 is not only a great
collection of pot holders, but it’s also
52 eight-inch quilt block designs that
can easily be used to create one-ofa-kind quilts. Here is your passport to
beginning quilt design. There are also
many alternate suggestions for unique
and personalized pot holder finishes. Be
creative and take the challenge to make
one pot holder every week for a year.
Skill Level: Beginner
141446 $9.99
(Download also available)
AnniesCraftStore.com

Every kitchen needs one or two of these pocket pot holders
for using and for decorating. Finished size is 9" x 7".
Skill Level: Beginner
AQ01641 $6.99 (Download only)

NEW! Safe Fingers Pot Holders Pattern
Small projects like these practical pot holders are great
because they are quick to make and use up fabric and batting scraps. Finished size: round 8" diameter; square 8" x 8".
Skill Level:
Beginner
YS00429
Print $7.99
AS00429
Download
$6.99

NEW!
Hot Stuff!
Pattern
Show up in
style to your
next potluck
or family gettogether. Two
sizes hold a 9" x
13" pan or 3 qt.
casserole dish.
Skill Level:
Easy
359461
$9.99

sewing p at te rn s
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Pocket Pompoms

Pom Pom Pom
There are over 50 fun and fashionable designs to create, from
animals and emojis to sushi and
cakes. Each project is accompanied by simple instructional
diagrams and beautiful photography. In addition to the
array of pompom projects,
there’s a section showing how
to turn these adorable little
pompoms into cute accessories, including rings, pendants,
earrings and keyrings.
Skill Level: Easy
838449 $19.95

This adorable book
will help you take
pompoms to the
next level with
35 outrageously
adorable pompom
critters! From birds and sea creatures
to animals and insects, this book has
it all, including clear, step-by-step
instructions that will give you great
results. 96 pages.
Skill Level: Beginner
422359 $14.95

CRAZY
for
pompoms!
Pom-Pom Maker Set
This set will help you create pompoms of all sizes
quickly and easily. Just wrap your yarn around the
arches that pop out, clip them back into place, cut,
tie and trim for picture-perfect pompoms every
time! There’s even a built-in measuring tool if you
want to create multicolor pompoms! This set will
help you create pompoms in 4 sizes: 13/8", 13/4", 21/2"
and 33/8" diameter.
411455 $14.99

Pom &
Tassel Maker - Teal
Assemble the track, wind
the yarn around the pegs,
tie, cut and trim. Finish your projects in half
the time. Perfect for larger scale projects such as
wreaths, banners, rugs and more! Choose from
pompom sizes 1" to 12" or matching twin tassels.
810248 $15.99
52
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Plenty of personality for your sewing room!
Winging It Sewing Pattern
Clever 11" and 13" bird cases
are beautifully finished and
fully lined with a back zipper
opening. Constructed with
fusible foam and weighted
feet for body and stability,
they can hold mini irons,
sewing tools or whatever
treasures you like.
Skill Level: Intermediate
359438 $11.99
(Download also available)

NEW! Busy Day Tablet Case
Sewing Pattern
The Busy Day Tablet Case is a lined,
padded tablet case that is
perfect for storing your
favorite device or
tablet. It features a
small back pocket
to hold your smart
pencil, stylus or
headphones. The
case pattern comes
in 3 sizes, which
are designed to fit
a variety of tablet
styles and
sizes.
Skill Level:
Easy
359450
$11.99

Sewing Machine Organizer Pad
Sewing Pattern

Just In Cases Sewing Pattern
Fun and clever, these quilted cases are for glasses,
cutters, notions and other take-alongs. Make the
frog, turtle or butterfly case using simple quilting
and doll-making techniques. Pattern includes templates and instructions for all 3 designs. Finished
size: 8".
Skill Level: Intermediate
359412 $10.99 (Download also available)

This pad with its handy pockets and removable
scrap basket is a great organizer for your sewing
room!
Finished
sizes: pad 22"
x 20"; basket
6" x 6" x 4".
Skill Level:
Beginner
YS00414
Print
$7.99
AS00414
Download
$6.99

Shell Shelters Pouch Sewing Pattern
The instructions include embellishment options,
and the different sizes mean unlimited uses.
Finished sizes:
10", 12"
and 14".
Skill Level:
Experienced
359372
$11.99
(Download
also available)

Best
Seller
AnniesCraftStore.com
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Stitch up a
new bag!
NEW! Casual Cute
Jelly Roll Purse Pattern
We all love to have a great handbag, but there’s
one thing that’s better—a patchwork handbag
that is made at home! Truly one-of-a-kind, this
handmade handbag pattern is a unique addition
to your bag collection. Finished size: 12" x 12".
Skill Level: Easy
Y359449 $9.99

Market Bag Pattern
Turn a package of precut 5" squares into a tote
that’s perfect for your trips to the market! Easy to
assemble, it’s a quick project for any afternoon!
Bag size: 131/2" x 131/2" x 41/2".
Skill Level: Easy
AQ01582 $5.99 (Download only)
NEW! 278941 Kit $24.99

KIT

Professional
Tote Pattern

Wheelchair & Walker
Carryall & Carrier Bag Pattern
This carryall or carrier bag hangs over the rail of
either a wheelchair or a walker for easy storage.
The carryall
has ties while
the carrier
has straps
that attach
with Velcro®.
Carryall is
15" x 201/2";
carrier bag is
121/2" x 9".
Skill Level:
Beginner
KS3927
$12.99
54
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This tote includes pockets
to hold a water or baby bottle, magazine or
newspaper, umbrella and cell phone. A zippered
pocket holds your ID, passport and boarding pass,
while the inside can hold a laptop and file folders.
Finished size is 18"W x 15"H x 5"D.
Skill Level: Intermediate
352907 $9.99

Simple Sack
Sewing Pattern
Keep these lightweight,
washable bags in your car
and you’ll be ready to run
errands anytime! Easy loops
on the top and sides will
hold your bag steady while
packing groceries. Finished
size: 14" x 12" x 7".
Skill Level: Easy
359405 $9.99
Connect with us on Facebook.com

Make a bag in no time!
NEW! Quilt As You Go Utility Shopper Totes
Includes 3 different patterns printed on polypropylene
utility fabric (similar to the fabric used for reusable grocery
bags). Includes plastic interior bases for added structure and
stability. The piece-by-number construction will help you
stitch it up in no time. Finished size: 13" W x 15" H x 10" D.
Skill Level: Easy
422501 $25.99

Quilt As You Go Alexandra Tote Pattern
This pattern is designed primarily for those 21/2" strips—so
pull out those precuts you’ve been storing! Layer lining
fabric with batting and sew quilted tote layers as you piece
the exterior. Patterns are printed on cotton/poly batting.
Finished measurements: 15" x 14" x 4".
Skill Level: Easy
411481 $14.99

Quilt As You Go
Wine Totes Pattern
Celebrations, picnics and hostess gifts
are great opportunities to share one’s
favorite libation packaged in a thoughtfully quilted tote. Automatically quilt as
you sew with these 3 different wine tote
patterns printed on cotton/poly batting.
Finished measurements: 4" x 16".
Skill Level: Easy
411482 $12.99

Learn to Quilt as
You Go DVD
This class teaches you
several quilt-as-yougo methods close
up and step by step
while you make five
exclusive projects.
Skill Level:
Beginner
QFV04D $14.99

AnniesCraftStore.com

Quilt As You Go
Sophie Tote Pattern
Designed primarily for 21/2" strips, simply
attach fabric strips to batting and pieceby-number to create a fun tote bag.
Webbing for straps included. Preprinted
80/20 cotton/poly blend batting. You
provide your own fabrics. Finished size:
15" x 14" x 4".
Skill Level: Easy
422492 $14.99

sewing p at te rn s
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Swing-Style Sensations
Jacket Sewing Pattern
No zippers, no buttonholes, no hemming! For each style available in this
great pattern, you have 2 different sleeve
and collar options. The dropped shoulder
creates an easy fit with simple lines, and
you can decide whether to make a jacket
or coat. The possibilities are endless! Fits
sizes 8 to 28.
Skill Level: Easy
359409 $11.99

Sew up a new
favorite piece!
Easy
Three-sy
Jacket
Sewing
Pattern
Say hello
to a
loose-fitting jacket featuring an all-in-one
front and sleeve,
a jewel neckline
that turns back to
create a shawl collar
and elbow-length
sleeves for easy overlapping tulip cuffs! Fits
sizes 6 to 24.
Skill Level: Easy
359379 $11.99

CUSTOMER FAVORITE!

Swing Fever Pattern
A Little Somethin’ Jacket
Sewing Pattern
This carefree jacket only takes about
3 hours to complete! It has a slightly
flared 3/4-length or full-length sleeve and
is designed to move easily from work to
weekend. Fits sizes 8 to 24.
Skill Level: Easy
355896 $11.99

Here’s a great serger jacket
that is easy to make. Pattern
includes directions for
variations to make it match
your own style and taste.
Fits sizes 8 to 22.
Skill Level: Easy
354120 $11.99

Simple-Elegant Tee Sewing Pattern
This 1-piece pattern can be completed in a jiff! There are
3 different sleeve styles
included in the pattern:
kimono, cap and dolman;
2 neckline options:
scoop and V-neck;
and 3 interchangeable
lengths. Simply finish
the neckline of your choice
with a bias strip, sew the
side seams and the hem, and
you’re done! Fits
Woman’s sizes 8
to 24.
Skill Level: Easy
353171 $11.99
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FULFILL YOUR PRESSING NEEDS!

Oliso® Pro Mini Project Iron - Yellow

Oliso® Pro Smart Iron - Yellow

Featuring a fabric selector, universal voltage, onepress steam control, a 360-degree swivel cord and
a precision tip, this iron gives you all the options
of a full-size iron without taking up the space.
Measures 6" long x 31/2" tall.
147932 $64.99 Special $59.99

Touch the handle and the iron lowers.
Take your hand off the iron, and the scorch
guards lift the iron off the board. Features 12.7 oz
side fill tank, stainless steel soleplate and
flat pressing surface.
140220 $199.99 Special $169.99

TM

TM

Sew Hot Iron Rest

Wool Pressing Mats

Withstands temperatures up to 500
degrees F. Safe for use on ironing
boards, tables or counters. We do not
recommend use on top of cutting
mats. Use caution as mat may be hot
while in use. 7" x 107/8".
411419 $10.99

Press any piece or embroidered
block with ease. The density of
this high-quality, 100% felted
wool mat absorbs seams and
stitches, effectively pressing
both sides at once. Small mat
measures 81/2" wide x 81/2" long
x 1/2" thick.
Large mat
measures
131/2" wide
x 131/2" long
x 1/2" thick.
147910
Small
$19.99
147911
Large
$39.99

See our
website for
more tools &
supplies!
Silicone Iron Rest
This flexible, heat-resistant
silicone iron rest protects
surfaces from your hot iron and
steam. The raised dots help your
unplugged iron to cool faster.
Measures approximately
61/2" x 41/8".
147942 $5.99

Silicone Iron Rest—
Purple
Measurements: 101/2" x 53/8".
411483 $5.49

Iron Caddy
Designed to withstand temperatures up to 410 degrees, this iron
caddy can really take the heat—
no cooling is necessary! There’s
also a separate pocket in the lid
for the cord.
147701 $12.99

Hot Ruler
This ruler will help you to finish
every in-progress piece you
have. It measures 21/2" x 10" with
basic ruler markings.
147840 $19.99

Ironing Blanket
Iron safely on a table, counter, dryer or any flat surface!
Heat-reflecting, scorch-resistant cover
allows fabric to absorb
all the heat. Folds for
storage and travel.
281/4" x 213/4".
142170 $18.99

AnniesCraftStore.com
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Foolproof Color Wheel Set
Take the guesswork out of choosing color schemes!
This easy color wheel set shows 10 color configurations, including analogous, triadic and split complementary. You’ll be able to pick color combinations
that work together effortlessly! Includes 1 color
wheel, 10 die-cut discs, instructions and a convenient storage folder. Folder size: 81/2" x 81/2".
411489 $19.95

ColorScope
NEW! Spot On Dot Magnifying Lens Set
For precision-perfect accuracy, Spot On Dots are
the perfect tool for you! The small dot is 1 inch
in diameter. The large dot is 2 inches in diameter.
At the center, magnification is 3x. The reusable
adhesive ring will prevent the Spot On Dot from
shifting while you make precise cuts.
411499 $16.99

Choose the best color combinations ever using this
convenient carry-along tool.
Kaleidoscope-style viewer lets
you see fabrics or yarn in a
repeating sequence to make
selecting the perfect colors
easier than ever before!
17484 $8.99

Ultimate 3-in-1 Color Tool
This tool includes 24 color cards plus an in-depth
instructional guide that makes color planning easy.
Size: 31/4" x 8".
411402
$19.99

Ruler Magnifier
Whether you need to magnify your
reading and keep track of which line
you’re on, or measure the fabric for
your latest sewing project, this ruler
has you covered! Magnifies 2x.
8" ruler. 101/2" L (including grip) x
1/2" H x 2" W.
411429 $10.99

Lighted Folding Magnifier
Enlarge and illuminate the world around you with
this handy magnifier that folds to take up less
space when not in use.
Magnifies 3x and uses
1 AAA battery.
2" x 4" frame.
411428 $17.99
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Best
Seller

Sewing
Machine Light
Just clip this light
to your sewing
machine—or leave
it freestanding—for
a bright, even light
that illuminates
even the trickiest
work. 81/2" L x 3/4" H x
11/4" W with adjustable 51/2" bendable
neck. Uses
1 AAA battery.
411427 $14.99
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HANDY HELPERS!

Liquid Stitch™ Original

Quilt Basting Spray

This tried-and-true
formula is the
perfect solution
for fixing hems,
appliqué,
patches,
zippers and
more. It’s a
machinewashable
and -dryable
permanent
adhesive that
you’ll come
back to again
and again.
411423
$5.99

Save yourself time pinning or
using loose stitches to baste
your quilt top to the back. This
great spray works with cotton
or polyester batting, and will
secure your
quilt sandwich
instantly! It’s
acid-free, so it
won’t damage
your fabrics.
Colorless, odorless, stainless
and spotless,
it’s safe to be
left in your quilt
or laundered
out. 10 oz.
147926
$17.49

Fray Check®

Restoration
Fabric Restorer

Don’t feel like hemming a
project, but worried it’ll unravel
if you don’t? Here’s
your answer! This
washable and
dry-cleanable
solution
prevents fabric
from
fraying
and
secures
thread
ends like
a charm.
411424
$4.29

Eliminate odors, yellowing and
most stains while brightening
dingy linens, textiles, antique
quilts and
more.
2-pound
canister.
No air
shipments.
501009
$19.99

Bee’s Wax Polish
Made with natural bees-wax, it
keeps wood from drying out.
6531 $10.99

Roxanne Glue Stick
This glue stick is water-soluble, odorless, acid- and latex-free, nontoxic and dries fast and clear. It’s perfect for basting and promises
a smooth application with no mess or clumping. Roxanne delivers
another must-have for every crafter’s toolbox and to-go kit! 0.21 oz.
411467 $6.49

AnniesCraftStore.com

Best
Seller

Named
the “BEST”
furniture
polish by
House
Beautiful!
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Let these tools do the work!
Needle Beetle LED Threader
This little cutie places modern LED lighting,
ergonomic design and plain common sense into an
ageless needle threader. Threader, cutter and LED
are included; colors may vary.
147860 $4.49

Retractable
Seam Ripper

Surgical Steel
Seam Ripper
33/8"
Sharp microscopic teeth cut like
saws. Keep safe
in plastic storage
case, included.
146686 $4.99

See our
website for
more tools &
supplies!

NEW!
Seam Ripper With Necklace 1/Pkg.
Keep your seam ripper handy while working on
your next project. This nickel-free, stylish silver
necklace has a handy magnetic clasp that also
releases and reattaches the seam ripper in a
breeze. The blade is reversible and stores in the
handle when it’s not being used. Colors vary.
1/pkg. Dimensions: 63/10" x 41/2" x 22/5".
411501 $9.99

Roll and Press
This simple tool, with a
tapered wheel to focus
pressure on the seam,
won't pull, stress or distort your fabric.
147888 $15.49

Flexible Rubber Thimbles
This rubber thimble is flexible to be comfortable and vented to keep you cool. The
texture makes gripping your needle easy
while protecting your finger. 2 thimbles/
package.
411453
Medium 5/8" (16mm) $6.99
411454
Large 11/16" (18mm) $6.99
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This fantastic seam
ripper features a
blade that retracts
into the non-slip
ergonomic handle
that works for
right-handed or lefthanded crafters! The
Swiss #12 stainless
steel blade is curved
for easier ripping
and locks in place
for reliable safety.
Measures 43/8" long
with blade retracted;
55/8" with blade
extended.
147955 $4.99

Alex Anderson’s 4-in-1
Essential Sewing Tool
This gorgeous tool,
made of
real maple
wood and
handcrafted
in the U.S.,
combines
4 tools that
every quilter
needs—seam
ripper, stiletto, presser
and turner.
Better make
sure you have
one for your
sewing room
and one for
your travel
sewing kit!
Tool measures 81/8" x
5/8".
145089
$19.95
Connect with us on
Facebook.com

BINDING MADE EASY!
The Ultimate
Binding Guide!

Jelly Roll Tube Maker
Ease the tedious and painful folding
process of creating the fabric and batting
tubes. This tube maker will save time,
produce consistent width tubes and
help to provide amazing results. Plus, it’s
made out of metal, so it can be used with
or without an iron! Just feed your layered
fabric into the tube maker and it will
magically become folded! Place under
your sewing machine to get it ready
to stitch.
411506 $17.99

Roxanne Dip & Dab
Holds any sewing or craft projects in
place without pins or clips. 100% watersoluble, pH neutral,
dries clear and flexible,
and holds firmly until
moistened or washed.
Comes in .12 oz bottle
with applicator tip. XL
is a .34 oz. bottle with
applicator tip.
411342 .12 oz $3.99
411461 .34 oz $4.99

Just follow the
step-by-step
instructions illustrated with large
diagrams to make
perfect bindings every time!
Laminated for
durability.
81⁄2" x 11".
192500 $5.98

CUSTOMER FAVORITE!

The Binding Tool

This clear acrylic tool is designed to bring together the last
2 pieces of binding in a perfect mitered seam. Simply make
just 2 measurements and 2 cuts with this acrylic tool. The
easy instructions are printed on the tool. Binding tool is
81/2" x 21/2".
392500
$9.99

Quick Easy Mitered-Binding Tool
This tool eliminates the frustrations with how to make
corners square. Create a mock binding with perfectly
mitered 90-degree corners. Instructions are included.
413011 $21.99

Heat Press
Batting Together™ Tape
Now you can fuse 2 or more pieces of
batting together, quickly and easily, to
get just the size you need. Just lay your
batting edges together and press the
tape over the 2 edges.
390736 3/4" x 10 yds. $4.49
390737 11/2" x 15 yds. $8.49

Wonder Clips Assortment 10/Pkg.
These clips are perfect for
working with heavy fabrics
or sewing layers, such as
handles on handbags or
bindings. Clip base is flat for
feeding to presser foot.
411211
5-Color Assortment, 10/pkg. $6.99
390751 Wonder Clips, 10/pkg. $6.99

AnniesCraftStore.com
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Sewing machine necessities
Seamingly Accurate
Seam Guide

The Ultimate Quilt’n
Stitch Presser Foot

This repositionable
adhesive seam guide
means never having to
put tape or magnets on
your sewing machine
again. Great for beginners
and all types of sewing
projects.
411438 $9.99

Your go-to presser foot for
parallel-line straight stitching
and straight-line
machine quilting.
Distance can be
set between
needle and
alignment guide
from 3/8" to 3".
411398
$24.99

See our
website for
more tools &
supplies!

Cast Iron
Cone Thread Stand
With this cast iron thread
stand, you can use larger, more
economical cone threads on
your home sewing machine.
The thread stand allows the
thread to unwind easily without
tangling, and because it's made
of cast iron, the thread stand
will not easily tip over.
41/2"-wide base.
287925 $6.99
CUSTOMER FAVORITE!

Sewing Edge

Attach this repositionable vinyl stop-strip on your machine. Easily
guide your fabric along strip for accurate seams. It fits all machines
and leaves no adhesive residue. 5/pkg.
395001 $3.99

CUSTOMER FAVORITE!

1/4" Quilting Foot
With Guide Blade

Keep your 1/4" seams straight
with this handy quilting foot!
Blade is on the right side. Snapon 1/4" foot with guide blade.
106800 $12.49

Magnetic Seam Guide
Stitch perfect seams and tucks
without measuring. Power-grip
magnet adheres to machine.
Not for computerized machines.
166963 $4.49

CUSTOMER FAVORITE!

Jean-a-Ma Jig

Lets any machine sew over thick
flat-fell seams without broken
needles or skipped stitches. Use
in back or in front of presser foot.
147068 $3.99
62
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Handy
helpers!
Oh Sew Clean Brush and Cloth Set

Keep your sewing machine clean with this brush
and cloth set!
Including 2
brushes of
different lengths
and shapes and
a cloth that’s just
the right size, this
set will help you
make sure your
machine never
collects dust.
147945 $8.99

Foot Pedal
Pads
Just stick the
industrial
adhesive
backed,
nonskid
pads on the
bottom of
your foot
pedal and
keep it where it belongs. The foot pedal pads work
on carpet and smooth surfaces. 3/4" in diameter.
411399 $4.99

CUSTOMER FAVORITE!

Vacuum Attachment Kit
Sucks dirt out of sewing machine and serger.
Attach to any vacuum cleaner hose (11/4"–11/2"
outside diameter). Also cleans VCRs and cameras,
and can be used to detail cars. Of course, your
husband will want one too!
161206 $7.99

Thera Gloves®
These gloves give comfortable support to
your hands, wrists and fingers while allowing
freedom of motion. The gloves
have lines that improve your
grip and have open fingertips
to allow tactile sensation.
Ideal for sewers and quilters
alike. Includes 2 gloves.
147831 $19.99

CUSTOMER FAVORITE!

Pedal-Stay Non-Skid Pedal Holder
Holds any sewing machine or serger
pedal in place. 73/4" x
83/4" nonskid holder
keeps pedal from
creeping. No
air shipments.
166666
$19.99

Double Lint Brush
Get dirt out of impossible-to-reach crevices and
easily clean out small bottles. 6" long, 2/pkg.
147646 $3.99
AnniesCraftStore.com

Dental Pick Set
7 different tips to mold,
sculpt, push and pull.
Carbon steel. 4/set.
525036 $7.99

Mini Screwdriver 2-Pack
This set of 2 tiny screwdrivers includes 1 Phillips
head and 1 flat-head screwdriver. Each is 3/4" x
11/2", making
them ideal for
working on
your sewing
machine.
147830
$4.99
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These pins are on point!
Easy Guide Ball-Tip Needles 2/Pkg.

Color-Coded Crewel Needles 24/Pkg.

Each of these needles features a mini ball
at the tip that helps navigate through
Aida fabric with ease, so they help to
guide every stitch you make!
147934 Size 24 (39mm) $7.99
147935 Size 26 (36mm) $7.99
147936 Size 28 (33mm) $7.99

This set of crewel needles features fun
color coding so you can see at a glance
which needle
you need. They
all feature fine
points and large
eyes for easy
threading, so
sewing with them
will always be a
pleasure! Includes
24 assorted
needles in sizes 9,
10, 11 and 12.
147958 $3.49

Nifty Needles Tube - Tapestry
Lori Holt’s Nifty Needles™ tube includes 18 binding needles, perfect for all of your sewing needs.
The eyes of the needles are color coded to keep
you organized.
411408 $3.79

NEW! Flat Hearts Pins 50/Pkg.

Rose Gold Pin Tower

These easy-to-handle flathead pins are easy to grab,
and the sharp finish
makes them easy to use.
Package includes 50
2-inch pins in an
assortment of colors.
411507 $5.99

Everyone knows crafting is better when
your supplies
are pretty. You’ll
get 150 pins in a
unique container
to help keep you
organized.
411456 $3.99

Snag Repair Needles
NEW! 13/8" IBC Glass
Head Silk Pins - Red
Passes smoothly
through cloth.
Iron proof glass
head. .50mm
diameter.
250/box.
215055 $8.99

Got a snag in your favorite
knit? No problem! This steel
snag repair needle will make
snags a thing of the past!
Simply insert the needle in
the center of the snag and
pull it through the fabric,
capturing the thread and
hiding it so your fabric is
good as new.
411452 $6.99

NEW! Klasse Needle Variety Tin
Organize your needles with ease in this
easy-to-store tin. Packed with 10 needle
assortments including: Universal,
Jeans, Metallic, Stretch, Sharp/
Microtex, Embroidery, Ballpoint,
Leather, Twin Universal and Twin
Embroidery. You’ll be ready
to start any type of project
with these new needles!
Tin dimensions: 81/2" x
32/5" x 13/5".
411500 $36.99
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Make
measuring a
breeze!

Jumpy Frog Tape Measure

This energetic, 40" tape measure will bring a smile
to anyone’s face.
147890 $2.99

TrueCut TrueGrips
Enhance your tools with these adhesive
nonslip pads. 15/pkg.
390738 $5.99 Special $4.99

Unicorn Tape Measure 1/Pkg.

Fashion Multi Tool
This tool features a French curve, seam
gauge, point turner, mitering tool, hemmer and button hole placement. This tool
is made from 1/8" thick acrylic, making
it easy to mark with and to follow the
curves. Features imperial measurements.
Directions on how to use this tool are
included in the packaging.
147974 $18.99

Measure in style with this adorable unicorn tape measure,
featuring imperial and metric measurements up to
40"/100cm. They’re perfect for school, office, crafting
or even just general use around the house! Colors vary
between coral, pink and violet. Tape measure measures
92/5" x 7" x 41/3".
147949 $3.49

Self Measuring Tape
Never stress about measuring yourself accurately for your
next sewing project ever again. Simply wrap the tape
measure around your body, stick the end of the tape into
the opposite side of the device, push the button so the tape
retracts and let it contour to the shape of your body. This
allows you to look in a mirror and make sure the tape is
level and in the right spot!
147973 $11.99
AnniesCraftStore.com
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Machine
quilting
made easy!
Machine Quilting With Rulers DVD
Join quilting expert Debby Brown as she guides
you step by step through the process of learning to
quilt with rulers. The advantage in using quilting
rulers is that, since you can free-motion quilt in any
direction, it allows you to avoid turning your quilt
while quilting in all directions!
Skill Level: Confident Beginner
QBV09D $14.99

B
A

Creative
Grids
Machine
Quilting
Tools
$21.99
each
These
rulers each
have a
C
different
design, so
they can
give you
the best D
results
for your
machine-quilting projects. Made with ¼" thick
acrylic and double-sided so you can quilt multiple
sizes of borders with the same ruler!
A. 411495 Slim 2" x 7"
B. 411496 Elvira 23/4" x 71/4"
C. 411498 Shelley 41/2" x 51/4"
D. 411497 Squiggy 4" x 61/2"

Amity Gloves $24.99
These quilting gloves offer excellent control with no
plastic or rubber surfaces. The soft microsuede and
breathable materials lend themselves to your comfort,
while touch screen sensitivity, a padded palm to keep
your hands and wrists in better positions, and 2 open
fingers on each glove provide functionality beyond
your average quilting glove! Available in sizes small
(fits 31/8" middle finger) and
medium (fits 31/4" middle finger).
See our
411493 Small
website for
411494 Medium

more tools &
supplies!
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Tools that will
leave their mark!
Pattern
Tracing
Paper
116747
$9.99

Chacopy
Tracing Paper
CUSTOMER
FAVORITE!

Mesh Transfer
Canvas
Transfer designs quickly
and easily. Trace design
onto this reusable mesh.
Place mesh on top of
fabric. Redraw design.
Remove mesh. Design
appears as dotted lines.
12" x 16".
392976 $9.49

Fabric Eraser 2/Pkg.
Use this handy eraser to erase those pencil lines on your
fabric. Make sure to
test first! Great for
stocking stuffers
and guild gifts!
411465 $5.99

Transfer sewing, embroidery
or quilt patterns with this chalk-based
tracing paper. Always washes out. Use
over and over. 10" x 12", 5 sheets/pkg.,
1 of each color.
115159 $5.99

Multi-Mark
Pencil - Purple
This unique pencil has
6 water-soluble colors
for all the shades of
fabric you use. Simply
rotate between white,
brown,
tallow, red,
blue and
green using
the color dial.
147877
$5.49

Fabric Marking Pen
CUSTOMER FAVORITE!

Quilt Sticks™ Starter Kit
These innovative tools give you a perfect cut every time.
The tops have a smooth surface so fabric won’t snag while
a special backing keeps them from slipping.
No air shipments. 233/4" long. Kit includes
1 each of the following: 11/2", 2",
21/4", 21/2", 3", 31/2" and 5".
411057 $69.99

Tailors’ Chalk - 12/Pc.
Great for sewing, quilting or crafting projects.
Use the edges of these triangular chalks to
mark alterations with precision on a variety of
fabrics. The triangular shape makes it easy to
hold and use. Markings can be erased easily
by using a slightly damp cloth. 4 colors,
12 pieces per box.
411434 $5.99
AnniesCraftStore.com

The blue color of this marking
pen makes it easy to see
markings on your fabric!
Markings disappear when
washed with water.
411339 $5.49

Frixion
Gel Pens
Perfect for
fabric! The ink
will not smear
or rub off. If
you need it to
disappear, just
touch it with
a hot iron.
1 black, 1 blue
and 1 red pen/
set.
202200
$11.99
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Bobbin Wraps
Use these handy wraps to keep bobbins
from unwinding. Includes multiple colors,
so you can match your bobbin threads.
48/pkg., assorted colors.
148000 $3.99

Peels Spool Huggers—12/Pkg.
These handy little huggers will keep your thread from
unwinding and can fit on all brands of thread spools.
12/pkg.
147833 $11.99

Thread Cutter
Caddy

Beeswax & Holder 2/pkg
Great for piecework, appliqué or hand
quilting! The beeswax coating helps to
stabilize the thread and reduces knots!
411464 $6.99

This little caddy is the
perfect size for small
tools and notions that
get lost easily. It features
a handle with a cutting
slit so that you can easily
trim threads. Measures
approximately 2"H x
21/4"W x 2"D.
147941 $10.99

Double-Sided
Bobbin Box
With 50 Bobbins
Preload all the bobbins you
want with this handy organizer, featuring 50 bobbins
in assorted
colors and
double-sided
access for your
convenience!
The box is
spill-proof, and
the bobbins fit
both front-loading and drop-in
type sewing
machines.
147915
$8.99

Stack ’N Store Bobbin Tower
Neatly organize up to 30 bobbins. Holds any
type of bobbin and secures threads—no
more tangles! Bobbins not included.
145093 $15.99

CUSTOMER FAVORITE!

Fons & Porter™ Design Wall
No pinning is needed! The flannel allows you
to arrange quilt blocks and sections—and
the pieces stay until you move them. The
2" grid lines are easy to see and the diagonal
lines allow you to align blocks set on point.
60" x 72".
413783 $24.99
68
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Stick to these products!
HeatnBond Lite
SoftStretch

CUSTOMER FAVORITE!

Steam-A-Seam 2®

This permanent,
low-sew, lightweight,
iron-on adhesive
keeps a soft hand
without adding bulk.
It’s great for appliqué
shapes, home decor
and apparel, and it can be used with fleece, knits,
jersey, stretchy denim, spandex and flannel. It
won’t even gum up your sewing needle! Available
in 2 sizes: 5/8" wide x 10 yds long; 17" wide x
2 yds long.
147969 5/8" $3.49
147970 17" $7.49

HeatnBond EZ Tee
Stabilizer $21.99
This great T-shirt stabilizer is
preshrunk, machine-washable and even dry-cleanable, making it the perfect
choice for your T-shirt sewing needs. Stabilizer measures 14" x 300" (25 feet!)
and is made of 100% cotton woven fusible.
147967 White 		
147968 Black

Make instant no-sew hems
and appliqués. Release paper
is sticky on both sides. Wash
or dry clean. Includes 5 (9" x
12") sheets.
142720 $6.99

Guide
to Interfacings
Carry-Along
Reference Guide
You’ll get information on
each interfacing’s characteristics, fiber content,
brand name examples,
uses and tasks and even
expert tips. 64 pages.
422376 $8.49

Fabric Fuse Adhesive

HeatnBond Lite - 11/4 yds. x 17"
This heat-activated adhesive paperbacked sheet is perfect because it is a
no-sew bond, and it is stronger than the
traditional fusible web. Sheet measures
17" x 11/4 yds.
145965 $2.99

Carol Doak’s Foundation Paper 100 Sheets

This press-on, double-sided permanent adhesive is
machine-washable and -dryable, making it perfect
for wearables. Available in PeelnStick sheets (41/4" x
5", 5 per package) and
liquid (2.1 fl. oz.).
147971
Adhesive Sheets
$4.49
147972
Liquid Adhesive
$4.99

Double Sided Fusible Batting
Batting includes a heat-sensitive adhesive on both
sides that creates a stabilizing bond to any fabric.
Use in quilts, garments, handbags, crafts and
accessories. Washable and
dryable. 45" x 36"
390841 $17.99

Carol Doak’s Foundation Paper can be used in
most inkjet or laser printers or copy machines.
Paper won’t shrink, wrinkle or turn brittle and
holds up beautifully during stitching. It’s lightweight, absorbent and uncoated. Size: 81/2" x 11".
411406 $14.99

Quilter’s Freezer Paper Sheets
Includes 30 reusable 81/2" x 11" sheets that are
perfect for
piecing,
appliqué,
or any
freezer-paper technique.
392005
$12.99

AnniesCraftStore.com

Bosal Splendid Web Plus
Works with fabric, foam and
paper. Perfect for mending or
seaming and ideal for appliqué.
430122 15" x 36" $5.99
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Top-selling
organizers!

Plastic Rainbow Thimble
Craft Container
This oversize rainbow thimble will
store sewing, crafting and even
office accessories, so you’ll never
lose them again! Container measures
approximately 41/2" x 41/2" x 43/4".
147954 $8.99

Rose Gold Thimble
Craft Container

Stash ’N
Store
The new Stash
’N Store is the
perfect device
to keep your
sewing and
crafting notions
within arm’s
reach and ready
to go! Regular Stash ‘n Store is 81/2" long
x 11/2" tall. Mini Stash ‘n Store dimensions:
approximately 2" x 4".
411380 Navy $10.99
411348 Mint $10.99
411451 Mini Pink $8.99
411450 Mini Mint $8.99

Whether you need storage for
the loose pens on your desk or
the loose smaller tools in your
sewing room, this trendy rose
gold ceramic container is here
to help! Item dimensions: 47/10" x
47/10" x 49/10".
147916 $9.99

Rose Gold
Magnetic Pin Dish
This stylish rose-gold
pin dish features an extrastrong magnet. Keep pins,
needles and metal clips exactly
where you put them! Each dish comes with 3 blue
flower pins. Dish measures 41/3" x 11/3" x 41/2".
147953 $9.99

Fabric Organizer
Convert your jumbled fabric
stash into a well-ordered collection! Made of durable acid-free
corrugated plastic, these organizers can hold several yards of
fabric. 10" x 14". 6/pkg. Plastic
bin not included.
333008 $18.99

Craft Book Holders
Store craft books, patterns and magazines together with
see-through loose-leaf storage. Hole punches fit average-size
notebooks. 48/pkg. 11".
145100 $8.99

Pattern Organizer Box
Store and organize your patterns with
this exclusive organizer from Annie’s!
Includes 4 dividers so you know exactly
where your patterns are at all times!
Dimensions: 123/4" x 73/4" x 101/2".
411477 1/pkg. $5.99
411478 3/pkg. $14.99
70
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Novelty Sewing Zipper Pouch 1/Pkg.

NEW! Gingham Mesh Project Bag Set
From pocketbook size to roomy and spacious,
there is a perfect compartment for all of your
needs! The firm plastic mesh allows the bag to
stand up on a wide bottom gusset and lets you
find anything you need at a glance.
Bag sizes: Small: 21/2" bottom x 8" high x 101/2"
wide; Medium: 31/4" bottom x 101/2" high x 13" wide;
Large: 4" bottom x 13" high x 151/2" wide.
411509 $24.99

Never lose your smallest tools and notions again
with these handy pouches! Perfect for sewing,
crafts and general storage, these soft, lightweight
pouches are made with 100% flannel polyester
and have keyring zipper pullers. Design varies
between fuchsia, orange and purple.
Pouch measures approximately
104/5" x 5" x 4".
147950 $6.99

Clear Storage Bags - 4/Pkg.

Ruler Stand
Includes 10 storage slots to accommodate 1/8"-thick
rulers, nonslip
rubber feet and
2 built-in slots on
back for flush wall
mount.
411393 $15.99

Sassy Tote
Never waste time searching for your supplies
again! Available in 2 sizes: The Small Sassy Tote
measures 11" L x 5" W x 71/2" H, featuring three 5"
H x 31/2" W side pockets and one 41/2" H x 10" W
side zipper compartment. The Large Sassy Tote
measures 15" L x 5" W x 71/2" H, featuring four 5" H x
31/2" W side pockets and
one 41/2" H x 14" W side
zipper compartment.
411436 Small $14.99
411437 Large $19.99

Keep an eye on your supplies with these handy,
clear storage bags. Made of heavy-duty canvas
with durable and see-through
vinyl panels, each bag
features a zipper
closure on the top
front. Includes one
16" x 16" bag with
a handle for easy
carrying, one 12" x
13" bag, one 10" x 11"
bag, and one 6" x 8"
bag with matching
heavy-duty canvas.
411435 $16.99

Hanging Organizer
This handy organizer hangs from
a standard-size closet rod with
a hook-and-loop closure and
features reinforced shelves to keep
your yarn, fabrics, hooks, needles,
scissors, pattern books, templates,
etc., safe, secure and out of the
way. Comes in navy and measures
11"W x 48"H x 11"D.
908160
See our
$14.99
website for

more tools &
supplies!

CUSTOMER FAVORITE!

SAR® Acid-Free Quilt & Textile Storage Boxes
Includes 24 (20" x 30") sheets of unbuffered acid-free
tissue. Medium box: 5" x 18" x 15"; large box: 18" x 30" x 6";
extra-large box: 6" x 18" x 40". No air shipments.
411327 Extra Large $37.99
S141095 Large $29.99
140205 Medium $19.99
AnniesCraftStore.com
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Gifts for your
favorite crafters!

Purple Sewing Scissors Mug
This adorable mug features a handle
that’ll remind you of the handle on your
favorite sewing scissors.
147951 $9.99

Sewing Tape
Measure Mug
Covered with
vintage sewing
machines, pincushions, threaded needles, buttons and more,
this great mug
features a unique
tape measure
handle.
147952 $9.99

Unicorn Tweezers 1/Pkg.
A cute and magical creature to
help bring ease to your next
project. These metal tweezers
are perfect for overlockers,
sewing machines, hobbies and
crafts. It makes reaching into
the smallest of places easy!
Dimensions: 43/10" x 31/2" x 59/10".
411504 $2.99

Lipstick Pin Case 1/Pkg.
Store your needles and pins in style.
Simply turn and open like a normal
lipstick. Includes
5 hand needles.
Approximately
63/4" tall. Colors
vary.
411414 $2.99

Rose Gold Sewing Kit
Meet your newest travel companion! Includes scissors,
tape measure, 12
colors of polyester
thread, needle
threader, seam ripper, 2 hand needles and 2 safety
pins. Dimensions:
87/10" x 77/10" x 5".
411503 $7.99

Butterfly Needle Threader
Assorted Colors - 2/Pkg.
Threader made with high-quality steel.
Dual-size threader for small- and large-eye
needles. Colors vary. Dimensions: 5.9" x
6.3" x 5.9".
411413 $5.99
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Sassy Clip - Purple
Clamp this handy clip to the edge of your
worktable to hold spray adhesive, drinks,
notions or whatever
else you need nearby
without being in your
way! Attaches easily to
most tables and desks
that are up to 11/4" thick.
Measures approximately 67/8" x 31/4"
with a 23/4"-diameter
opening.
147939 $5.99

Connect with us on
Facebook.com

Tools that make the cut!
45mm Rotary Cutter - Purple

Comfortably cut fabric for hours with precision
and accuracy using this high-quality rotary cutter. The 61/2" ergonomic
handle is designed to reduce joint
fatigue. The blade retracts and
locks in place to keep you safe.
Blade assembles on either side of
the cutter, providing optimal visibility for both right- and left-handed
users. Fits standard 45mm blade.
147938 $9.99

Embroidery Angels Scissors
These scissors will make cutting more fun! The
cute and colorful angels, stainless steel blades and
sharp, fine tips make these a great tool for precision
cutting. Color will vary between blue, green, pink
and yellow. Dimensions: 59/10" x 51/10" x 59/10".
411502 1/pkg. $3.99
411510 2/pkg. $7.98 Special $6.99

Quilter’s Choice
Rotary Cutter Blades - 10pkg
45mm, fit all standard rotary cutters.
147937 $19.99

Rotary Blade Guards 45mm
Improve the safety of your rotary
cutters without sacrificing functionality! Four 45mm guards included.
411484 $7.99

Super Mini Shears
These miniature scissors are ideal for the sewer
on the go. Available in
3 assorted colors: pink,
green and yellow.
411420 $2.99

Titanium Scissor Set - 3/Pkg.

Rose Gold Folding Scissors

This set of 3 titanium scissors has soft
grip inlays for comfort, and because
they’re made of titanium, they’re 3 times
stronger than stainless steel. Includes 10"
dressmaking scissors, 81/2" sewing scissors
and 51/2" embroidery scissors.
147878 $17.99

The compact size of these scissors comes in handy for traveling, and they’re safe and
easy to use. Approximate
length: 51/4".
411417 1/pkg. $3.99
411492 2/pkg. $7.98
Special $6.99

Sassy Scissors - Purple
The stainless steel blades on these scissors allow for
detailed and delicate cutting and trimming. Includes
2 lightweight, 4" scissors;
1 has a straight tip and the
other has a curved tip.
147881 $4.99

Rainbow Unicorn Scissors
These 4" scissors are premium quality, with rainbow plasma coating.
The unique unicorn design has a sharp, fine tip and high-quality steel
construction for strength and long-lasting performance.
411416 $6.99
AnniesCraftStore.com
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Timeless tunics are flattering for all body types!
CROCHET Abundant Motifs Tunic
With timeless styling and effortless wearability,
this generous motif tunic is versatile and light!
Instructions are given to fit S/L (XL/3XL). Garment
is oversize and stretches when hanging.
Skill Level: Intermediate
YC01795 Print $6.99
AC01795 Download $5.99

NEW!
CROCHET
Romantic
Tunic
Tunic is made
using a simple
single and
double crochet stitch pattern. Includes
instructions
for sizes S (M,
L, XL, 2XL) and
uses 11 (13, 15,
16, 18) balls of
Patons Grace
DK-weight
yarn in color
clay.
Skill Level:
Intermediate
Y885365
Print $8.99
A885365
Download
$5.99

Annie’s Signature Designs
CROCHET Paradiso Tunic

Annie’s Signature Designs
CROCHET Cresting Waves Tunic

This fun and flirty top with three-quarter length
sleeves and a baby doll silhouette has a flowy fit
that is flattering for all shapes and sizes! Includes
instructions for sizes S (M, L, XL, 2XL). Made using 6
(7, 8, 9, 10) skeins of Patons Grace 100% mercerized
cotton DK-weight yarn in the color Night.
Skill Level: Intermediate
Y886562 Print $8.00
A886562 Download $6.00

4 varying lace stitches create fun stripes in this
chic boho tunic with hood and a flattering
A-line shape. Design is made using #3 King Cole
Cottonsoft DK; 2 (2, 2, 3, 3) skeins each of apricot,
buttercup and sky and 1 (2, 2, 2, 2) skein(s) of
ecru. Single-color design uses 6 (7, 8, 9, 10) skeins
of coral. Sizes: S (M, L, XL, 2XL). Yarn available at
AnniesCraftStore
.com.
Skill Level:
Intermediate
Y886337
Print $8.00
A886337
Download
$6.00

See our
website for
more color
options!

Connect with us on Facebook.com

810579

810574

809688

NEW! CROCHET
Get Squared
Summer Swirl Poncho

NEW! CROCHET
Get Squared
Square With Flair

NEW! CROCHET
Get Squared
Pineapple Duster

Using all the magic that is Get
Squared make this fashionable
poncho using the Get Squared
Method. You must purchase the
Get Squared video to understand this pattern as it is a shortcut pattern only for Get Squared
users. Sample shown made
using Scheepjes Whirl yarn.
Skill Level: Easy
RAC2435 $4.99
(Download only)

Using all the magic that is Get
Squared make this easy cardigan
using the Get Squared Method.
You must purchase the Get
Squared video to understand
this pattern as it is a shortcut
pattern only for Get Squared
users. Sample shown made
using Scheepjes Whirl yarn.
Skill Level: Easy
RAC2436 $4.99
(Download only)

Using all the magic that is
Get Squared make this stylish
jumper using the Get Squared
Method. You must purchase
the Get Squared video to
understand this pattern as it is
a shortcut pattern only for Get
Squared users.
Skill Level: Easy
RAC2434 $4.99
(Download only)

NEW! CROCHET
Get Squared Video Class
A revolutionary new video program that lets
you take any yarn and make a garment that will fit perfectly and
flatter your figure without needing to read a pattern. You will learn how to create your own “magic
numbers” by taking several simple measurements of your body, thus allowing you to custom design
for perfect fit. Includes 5 different garment styles!
Skill Level: Easy
RAC2396 $26.00 (Download only)

AnniesCraftStore.com
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NEW! CROCHET
Big Book of Christmas Crochet
If you are looking for whimsical, traditional and
farmhouse-style Christmas ideas, then look
no further! This book is filled with 31 amazing
holiday designs to deck your halls, plus designs
that will help you give the perfect handmade
gift to anyone on your list! Designs include an
on-trend Deer Plaid Afghan, a whimsical Santa
afghan, mug rugs, ornaments, a gnome scarf,
baskets, an angel doily, a snowman, slippers,
farmhouse-style pillows and so much more!
Most projects are made using worsted-weight
yarn or size 10 thread.
Skill Level: Intermediate
871801 $14.99
Special $9.99
(Download
also available)
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NEW! Premier® Basix $3.99
$2.99
100% acrylic (does not contain anti-pilling fiber);
7 oz/ 359 yds/200g /328m

810398
White

810399
Gray

810400
Light Gray

810401
Black

810402
Lemon

810419
Linen

810404
Rose

810405
Burgundy

810415
Hazel

810407
Crepe

810408
Blush

810409
Light Mauve

810417
Taupe

810412
Slate

810414
Denim

810420
Pecan

NEW! CROCHET
Popcorn Patch Afghan
It's all about texture! Each rectangular block
features high and low relief patterns that when
arranged create a striking allover design. Afghan
measures 51" square and is made using worstedweight yarn.
Skill Level: Intermediate
AC04989 $4.99 (Download only)

810421
Goldenrod

See our
website for
more colors!
CROCHET
Vintage Sampler Afghan
At first glance it is hard to believe this amazing
afghan is created with just 1 basic square! Each
sample square measures approximately 10" x 10"
and is made using worsted-weight yarn.
Skill Level: Intermediate
RAC2324 $5.99 (Download only)
AnniesCraftStore.com
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Beat the heat!

Stay inside and start your fall afghan!
NEW! CROCHET
Timeless Textures Afghan
A textured center panel surrounded by
an extra-wide border gives this afghan its
timeless appeal! Design is made using 9
balls of Bernat Super Value worsted-weight
yarn and sizes H/8/5mm and I/9/5.5mm
crochet hooks. Size: 57"W x 70"L.
Skill Level: Easy
YC04607 Print $6.99
AC04607 Download $3.99

CROCHET
Learn to Do Celtic Cables
Bands of beautiful cable patterns add textural
interest to this afghan. A great way to practice
cable stitches, this heirloom will be cherished
for generations to come. Afghan measures
45" x 55" and is made using worsted-weight yarn.
Also included in pattern is a step-by-step Celtic
Cables tutorial.
Skill Level: Intermediate
AC04927 $4.99 (Download only)

CROCHET
Highland Heather Baby Afghan
A variety of textures makes this baby blanket
extra cozy and soft, yet it only uses basic stitches! Made using worsted-weight yarn and a
G/6/4mm hook. Sample shown made using
7 skeins of Plymouth Encore worsted-weight
yarn in color light gray heather. Finished measurements: 31" x 40".
Skill Level: Experienced
AC04958 $4.99 (Download only)

See page 23 for
worsted-weight yarn to make
any of these beautiful afghans
in your favorite colors!
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NEW! CROCHET

Waterfall Crochet
Granny Squares
Discover a method that lets you get the look of multiple midrow color changes without all the
hassle. This technique uses chain spaces to form a lattice to work over. Colors are worked the entire
rouonds and color changes are only done at the ends of rows. You will find 20 different granny square
patterns, all the same size, plus instructions to join them together, as well as a simple but unique
border. Purchase of this pattern, both in print or download, includes a special bonus video that shows
you parts of the pattern stitches you might need a little extra help with! You will watch the video
by accessing your digital bookshelf. Take the work out of searching for all of the colors and buy
the yarn kit too! Pattern not included with the yarn kit.
Skill Level: Intermediate
871782 $9.99 (Download also available)
810573 Yarn Kit $47.99

20
AnniesCraftStore.com

Granny Squares

made using a NEW technique!

NEW! CROCHET
Two-by-Two Crochet
2 Colors; 2 Rows
Discover Two-by-Two
Crochet, where two colors
of yarn are crocheted into
textured stitches using
only a 2-row/round repeat.
Each pattern in the book
begins with a setup row to get the pattern started, then
you simply work the 2-row/round repeat over and over.
The main sections of all projects are created holding 2
different-color stands of yarn together throughout. When
working the single-color textured stitches, one color will
be dropped to the back of the work until the last step,
then both yarns will be used to finish the stitch. Includes
instructions for 8 projects: 2 afghans, 1 baby afghan, an
ear warmer, a lady’s cap in 2 sizes, a reversible kid’s cap in
5 sizes, a scarf and an amazing ruana.
Skill Level: Intermediate to Experienced
871783 $9.99
(Download also available)

Purchase of this pattern,
both in print or download,
includes a tutorial.
Watch the video by accessing
your online bookshelf.
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NEW! CROCHET

Giving Back
Crochet—
Jonah Larson

Jonah Larson taught himself to crochet when he was
5 years old and gained overnight global notoriety.
Jonah was born in Ethiopia and adopted as a baby,
and he admits he did not always make it easy for his
parents. Luckily for him and them, he found that
crochet had a way of calming him down. He credits
his parents with teaching him the importance of
giving back and helping others. This book grew out
of Jonah’s philosophy that part of living a happy life
is giving to those in need. With this in mind you will
find designs like hats, scarves, slippers and afghans
that are easy and simple, and they make perfect
gifts to give to someone who just needs to know
that someone cares. Also included is a basic Learn
to Crochet section.
Skill Level: Easy to Intermediate
871800 $14.99 (Download also available)

“Hello
Crochet Friends,
Make these projects to
give to someone who
is struggling with a
difficult situation life
has thrown at them!”
—Jonah

AnniesCraftStore.com
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Prices too good to pass up!
Revised
Patchwork Minus
Mathwork

The Scrap Savers Solution Book

Perfectly match your
DIY style with a
beautiful patchwork
quilt—without
having to do
math! Find over 70
charts for quilting
instructions that
will help you plan a
quilt and figure out
fabric yardage…
without having to
do the math!
141439
$9.99 Special
$5.99 (Download also available)

Say It With
Quilted
Skinnies
Quilt Book

Inside you’ll find solutions for your scrapsaving mania, and return order to your
sewing room. 48 pages.
Skill Level: Beginner
141459 $9.99 Special $5.99
(Download also available)

Create personalized wall art you
can add your own
flair to. Pick your
own fabrics, add
your own embellishments.
Skill Level:
Beginner
141424 $12.99
Special $9.99
(Download
also available)

Stained Glass
Medallions

More Jelly Roll Quilts
Enjoy eight inspirational patterns perfect
for weekend projects. All projects use
21/2" strips in the construction making this
your go-to book for moments when you
want to create the perfect quilt without
all the added planning and prepping.
Save time and frustration by using
preselected and precut strips. 48 pg
Skill Level: Beginner to Intermediate
141398 $12.99 Special $5.99
(Download also available)
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Stained Glass
Medallions is a
collection of 8
stunning quilt
projects. Create
that oh-so-popular
look of stained glass
appliqué the easy
way.
Skill Level: Easy
141449 $12.99
Special $8.99
(Download
also available)

q u i l t pat te rns & fab ric
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Farmhouse-Style Quilting

Twist & Turn Block Quilts

These 14 quilt designs revisit a time when quilting
was a necessity for most families. Farmhouse-Style
Quilting is for the quilter looking for simple but
elegant country quilting at its best.
Skill Level: Beginner to Intermediate
141444 $9.99 (Download also available)

These fun quilt blocks have endless possibilities, as
all 8 patterns can be twisted and turned to create
more quilts than you will ever make. You’ll never
look at a quilt block the same way. Enjoy!
Skill Level: Easy to Intermediate
141464 $9.99 (Download also available)

Big Block Quilts

Terrific Table Toppers

Cut your piecing time in half with large blocks.
10 unique projects to choose from in all skill levels.
You’ll find everything from table toppers to bed
quilts. Explore the newest trend in quilting!
Skill Level: Easy
141448 $9.99 (Download also available)

This collection of 9 unique table toppers will
dazzle and delight all your dinner guests. The
shapes and designs are superb. Customize the
fabrics to create your own style and mood.
Skill Level: Beginner to Intermediate
141426 $9.99 (Download also available)

AnniesCraftStore.com
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KIT

NEW! Gather Here EZ
Breezy Table Runner Kit

Current Resident Or:

www.facebook.com/
AnniesCraftStore

Order Toll-Free
Central Time:

(800) 582-6643
Keycode

Customer Number

Monday–Friday, 7 a.m.–9 p.m. / Saturday, 7 a.m.–5 p.m.
Sunday, 9 a.m.–5 p.m.
1 Annie Lane,
Big Sandy, TX 75755

Visit Our Website: AnniesCraftStore.com

PRSRT MKT
STD
U.S.POSTAGE
PAID
ANNIE’S

Take the work out of choosing fabric with our beautiful kit! It
includes everything you need to make the quilt top and binding
for the table runner (fabric for place mats not included). Backing
not included. Finished size: 15" x 47".
Skill Level: Easy
278902 $34.99

AnniesCraftStore.com
PRINTED IN USA

If you do not wish to receive future offers
from us, please send an email to
MailPreference@AnniesCatalog.com
or a note addressed to
Mail Preference, P.O. Box 5900,
Big Sandy, TX 75755.

